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Grid Contest unghlites Hom ecomng
A S B Views
On Athletics
To Be Aired
By LEIGH WEIMERS
San Jose State students will get a chance to voice their opinions
on the controversial matter of Spartan athletic policy, it was announced yesterday by Dale Scott, chairman of the Student Public Relations
Committee.
At a meeting of college student body officials and press representatives late Thursday afternoon, Scott promised to "get the ball
rolling" on an election to determine student opinion on the recent
coo ro\ eisy
The hassle arose Wednesday
when the "Citizens Committee for
a Progressive San Jose State College" scored President John T.
Wahlquist and the SJS athletic
policy, particularly in regard to
football.
It brought out a four-point
The Faculty Council. in a stateprogram, asking in the main for ment released yesterday by Dr.
an 1111.1t% Cr from Dr. Wahlquist Bert Morris, chairman, lent its
on whether San Jose will go wholehearted support to SJS Pres"higaitne" or "small-time" in ident John T. Wahlquist. Dr. Marthe football picture.
ris declared. "The Faculty Council
To indicate how students feel on wholeheartedly supports the presithis matter. Scott called for an dent and his policies. Before a
election in which the student body definite statement can he made, a
would vote either affirmatively or more thorough study must be
negatively tin the four-point plan made."
of the committee. A negative vote
’UNANIMOUS SUPPORT’
would thus be a vote of confidence
Dr. Morris said that the council
for Dr. Wahlquist, or vice versa.
has found almost unanimous supIf presented by initiative to the
port of the president from within
Student Council at Its next meetthe faculty.
ing, Nov. 13, a ballot would be
Three resolutions proposed by
(Continued on Page 8)
the Committee on College Development were passed by the Council. These include: (1). That the
Engineering Department be
granted the right to apply for accreditation. (2). That SJS be given
authority to grant masters degrees
in all fields in which the standards
Pres. John T. Wahlquist issued meet or surpass accreditation rethe following Homecoming state- quirements. (3). That the policy
of separate functions for jnnior
ment to alumni yesterday:
"It is with genuine pleasure each colleges, state colleges and the
year that we welcome our alumni state university be changed in
back to the campus. The colorful view of the fact that duplication
floats elaborate irecorations, and of the functions is "necessary and
recreational programs planned in desirable" since "approximately 50
your honor reveal more clearly per cent of all admissions to the
than can my words how much state colleges and to the university
your arrival has been anticipated. are composed of transfer stu"Almost always we find that our dents." according to a report pregraduates return to us with pared by the committee.
heightened respect for the faculty LETTER TO COUNCIL
Dr. William Gould, professor of
members under whoin they studied
and with genuine nostalgia for the journalism, in a letter to the Counrelatively carefree existence they cit. suggested that the Council try
led as college students. Even ex- to achieve the following measures:
(Continued on Page 81
(Continued on Page Si

SO NICE TO COME HOME TO

President
Supported

^

President Labels
Committee ’Small’
By RANDIE E. POE

By RANDIE E. POE
Although our athletic pot continues to boil, San Jose State’s
grid team deserts the verbal arena for physical combat with COP
tomorrow night in an 8 p.m. Homecoming hassle at Spartan Stadium.
The Spartans, however, are not so fearful that they are contemplating suicide before kickoff time. As a matter of fact, SJS COP
contests in past years prove that statistics and seasonal records are
of little import in this traditional war.
41 SDERDoe, WINS
Six of !lie last ii feuds between
ttlf, tuio rivals have been raptured
by the underdog. COP, though, has
taken the last three games. but
tscherielsmekslidlng Sopafrtvals0.5hold a
superiority
Coiii
Game
The fail that tomorrow night’s
After riding onto the field in a affair ;nu ids es the "Rattle of the
1958 convertible. Queen Dorothy Bell" si
Id pros Id,’ added inFairborn will flip a coin to decide cen lit e for the locals. SJS Coach
kick off Saturday’s Homecoming Bob Titcheniet i evlerday voiced
game with College of the Pacific cautious optimism.
\at 8 p.m. in Spartan Stadium.
"It will take one of our best
"Live Modern" is the theme for efforts Just to stay close,- he comthe 20-minute halftime production. mented, "but we can do it."
Roger Muzzy. halftime Activities 2111-LB. UNE
COP Coach Jack (Moose) Myers
chairman, announced today.
COP Band, usider the direction has a 215-pound line to turn loose
of Arthur Corm mill perform nersiant the Amities’s. Ferrell Fun-during the first part of the show. ston, the Stockton entry’s top
pass -snatcher, is the featheriest
II
s
log (I ii a t trophies
man at 207 minds.
will lie presented by the queen
The Tigers top running back
at halftime. rsref. perpetual troIs pocket -sized (131 pounds)
phies will go to a fraternity,
Jackie Lameheltl, who has aca orisrity and an independent
complished almost aa much as
house. Permanent first. second.
t Continued on Page 21
and third place smartly null he
Ipresented to each of the+ three
group« mentioned abuse.
San Jose State Marching Band.
marching in geometric precision
routines, will play excerpts from
television commercials and show
themes.
A TV set screen, denoting modOne of the most spectacular and
ern emphasis on science, will be
colorful of college activities starts
the band’s first formation. To ilits short but glorious run at 5 p.m.
lustrate the forward look In art
tomorrow, as San Jose State’s 1957
design, an airplane will change
Homecoming Parade rolls down lit
into an automobile.
street and climaxes weeks of prepWhile moving Into the outlines
arations,
of n satellite, band members will
t’amptei organizations will be
play "Dow nigh the Moan" in
working frantically up until almost
progreasive Jazz style, rounding
parade time in order to put every
1Contintied on Page 81
ounce of creativity into their float
ent ries.
LP11 Doris. to-1.: Homecoming
(*Marmon, said today that this
year’s Homer
tog Parade will
he largest in blistery of this college.
An esti/tutted 45.((X) people will
line the parade route which exThis year’s Campos chest this.’ tends from N. 1st and St. John
will he held during the next two
reet s to 5. 2nd and million
weeks from Nov. 12-22. according st reels.
to Tedd Wallace, chairman of the
The 25 flower -bedecked floats
Community Service Committee.
will be constructed around the
"This is the one big drive In theme of "Holiday in Sparta."
which we call upon students to Marching hands and drill units
support all charitable organiza- also will take part in the parade.
tions." Wallace said.
liomecoming Queen Domthy
Some of the organizations that Fairburn will be grand marshall of
will benefit from the drive are the parade, riding down 1st street
Community Chest, Red Cross, just prior to the procession. She
Heart Assn. and Cancer Assn.
will travel the entire parade route,
Several money raising events
icontinited on Par.’ g
have been planned for next week
in addition to personal and classroom solicitation. Wallace stated ’
On Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. thi
Why not set
Faculty Auction will be he) i
aside a day
Prominent members of the admit)
istration and faculty will be sue
on Campus when
tioned off in the Outer Quad to
we could welcome
Serve as hashers for one evening
ail the Alums’
in the various living groups.
We could call it
Pres. John T. Wahlquist, Don
Homecoming, and
Ryan, ASI3 president and Homecoming Queen Dorothy Fairborn
it would be a
are among those who will be aucswell excuse
tioned off. Lawton Thomas. chairfor parties
man, said.
’n stuff. We
Exchange lunches and dinner, 1111
might scalp a
w ill be conducted by fraternItle, g
and sororities next week. (Th
Tiger or two!
for these events will be 50
according to lack Robinson. chat, man.

Queen Flips

College Head
Welcomes
Alumni Back

IOW

Footballers
Meet Tough
COP Tigers

Homecomin g
Parade To foil
Down First St.

The loveliest lady in Spartaland. Homecoming
Queen Dorothy Fairborn. looks truly queen -like.
personify log the spirit, color anti excitement of
Site gayest of college 6.’01%111S-1i omecomi ng.
The 5 ft. 6 in., blue-eyed senior from Jaeluson
was crowned Queen of Homecoming at last Saturday night’s Coronation Rail in F:\r"..iti,,n 11.11.

Some of her more important ditties as Queen
uill he leading tomorrou’s parade (11M n 1st
street, tossing the coin to start the game hetsteen 5.15 and COP, and ausereling trophies to
the winning floats during halftime activities.
photo by Gene Tyler.

Miss Dorothy Fairburn Reigns
Over homecoming Activities Chest Drive
By ANTHONY TARAVELLA
The dictionary describes a’
queen as -a woman eminent in
rank, power or attractions; the
highest of her kind, a goddess or
one personified as female having
supremacy in a realm, as Venus,
queen of love; Paris, queen of ,

In U.S. slang, a "queen" is a
President John T. Wahlquist yesterday labeled critics of his
athletic program a -small, disgruntled group," according to the strikingly attractive woman.
In the U.S. idiom and according
Associated Press,
to the dictionary defittition, DoroDr. Wahlquist, whose football policies were attacked Wednes- thy Fairbutn is a queen to her
day by the "Citizens Committee for a Progressive San Jose State," fingertips. She was chosen Queen
went on to say:
of the 1957 Homecoming celebi a- ,
-Our schedules are drawn three years ahead and we do not in- lion by agreement of judges whii.e
that many alumni were decision wins the approval of all
tend to Ilene-el them at this time. I k
’hocked u hen ue lost to Cal Poly last Saturday. They do not realize Spartaville.
Lovely Queen Dorothy stands a
that other colleges are grossing. too. I believe that this type of ’Propshapely 5’6" tall. The 2I -year -old
aganda is ill-advised and will alienate. a lot of people."
queen comes from Jackson, Calif
Dick Boyd. field director for the 5.115 alumni, told the Spartan
where she has lived most of her
Daily that "the President does not grasp the situation."
life. She was born in Sacrament,
"If he (Dr. W10’1(1111,4) thinks this is a small, disgruntled group,"
Dorothy Is a senior. Of all her
ford said. "then he does not realize we are backed by 30,000 alumni. courses, she
says she likes hisever 300 local businessmen, and 300 residents of the Santa Clara tory, sociology a n ml education
Valley."
best. She plans to lehch after
she leaves SJP%, and hopes she
"Al, for Cal Poly." Boyd stated, "they ololously hose a realistic
can work in :Sacramento or San
president. We ore getting esasivenese here."
Francisco.
Boyd said Dr. Wahlquist "now expects the same alumni whose
The homecoming Queen has no
hand he slapped in 1950 to come out and help SJS athletics."
marital plans at present Asked
Wednesday, lir. Wahloteist released a statement to the "Citizen’. what she looks for in a mate, she
Committer for a Progressise San Jose State." In his’ report, the tiJSI ranks personality most important.
President stated he had "conscientiously tried to do all that I con- "Ile doesn’t have to be established.
sider ethical, legal, and within my power, as a State College Presi- hut I would like him to have a
dent, to free San Jove State College from many of the restriction* goal." she said. Dorralty said she
pi viers’ a college man.
%hied. has,’ !United its atkletie prregram."

"Being queen is a wonderful
experience," Dona by confeased.
"I only %bib eery girl could
know the honor and the thrill.
It’s the most exciting thing that
has ever happened to me. 1
never kelie v eel I would be
chosen!. Queen Dorothy advised
all girls to hold on to their
Ing spleen. "It
dreams of bee
can happen to anyone just as it
did to me," she saki.

The queen it: a member of Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority, her sponsor
during the q ucen contest. She is
a SJS Song Girl, a member of the
Rally Conmitter, and svas A Phi
Sigma Kappa Moonlight Girl as a
sophomore.
As queen, Dorothy will he hostess for San .lose State for remainder of the year. Most of her
official duties will be executed
during Homecoming Week.

Opening of Melodrama
Scheduled For Tonight
The Speech anti Drama Department presents its second offering
of the season tonight with the first of fit" performances of Patrick
Hamilton’s psye hological melodrama, "Angel Street." The play starts
at 8:15 in the College Theater.
The classic tale Of a husband’s attempt to &Or his wife insane
will he directed by Dr. Paul Davee. ii neutioner to the drama staff.
In the lend roles will he James Dunn as the fiendish husband, Mr.
Manningham. and Elisabeth Keller as the nurse -frayed wife.
John Wilson as Inspeetor Rough, Marlene Balogh as the maid.
Sally Cotton as the housekeeper and Richard Rossomme and 1 harles
Ilayes as two policemen still handle the supporting roles.
Technical credits will go to Ken Dorst, :ighting; Rerneice Prink,
costumes; and J. Wendell Johnson, set design.
First produced with great 4114.1.1... in London in 1939 under the
title of "fins Light," the play opened in London in 1941 featuring
Judith Eselyn as Bells Manningham. Vincent Prier as Mr. Manning ham and Les. 4. I arroll
Inspector Rough. In spite of the star, it
mosie
ran up 129? performances, %sent on tour and stas made into
starring Ingrid Bergman. Charles Royer and .1a.eph(’lien In 1944.
"Angel street" still be repeated Seiturelas and ’Sin. ii. 15 and 10.
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-JOHN WILLIAMS

BOB DENTON

BILL STRIEGEL

Locals Seek
Upset Victory

ROLAND RUDDER

WAYNE HAWKINS

CARL KAMMERER

Spartan-Tiger Lineups
FARRELL FUNSTON

November 9, 1957

8 p.m.

s’outinued from Page 1)
Mike Todd this season.
SAN JOSE
Larscheid has rolled up 550 !
yards in ft? carries; Halfback Har-1
88 DAN COLCHICO
207 LE 217
vei Pollard is the Raiders’ top;
yardage-getter with 165 yards.
74 AL SEVERINO
238 IT 210
Last week In Milwaukee, lairseheid unreeled 179 yards; by
60 STAN KEITH
189 LG 222
self. uhich toss more than
the entire Marquette team. COP
55-RON EARL
210
212
clubbed Marquette, 21-7.
- The Tigers opened the year with
64 JIM STEWART
190 RG 230
JACKIE LARSCHEID
a 32-6 win over toothless San
Diego State. The Tigers trounced
78 BILL ATKINS
216 RT 209
Fresno State. 34-12. and Tulsa. 2113. before being held to 7-7 stalemates with Kansas State a n d
85 JIM MOORE
188 RE 207
Idaho. Tough Cincinnati edged
COP. 7-2. before the Myersmen
11 DICK VERMEIL
165 CI
187
turiwd on Marquette last week.
SJS 2-5 THUS FAR
21 HARVEL POLLARD
170 LH 178
The Sp;rtarts. on the other hand
RAY NORTON
have been manhandled by Stan45 PAUL WEBB
176 RH 151
ford. Arizona State of Tempe and
an early jump, which has often
1
Oregon. while losing "respectively"
springboard to Spar- 33 CLAUDE
served
as
a
GILBERT
193
180 F
to North Texas State ’and Cal
defeat this season.
Poly. SJS clipped Denver and San tan
Diego State.
COP. with Larticheid, fullback
Tom Green, and halfback Chuck
Chatfield. leading the parade,
has 1279 rushing yards this seaThe movies produced the fol- pass would have been completed.
By CONRAD MUELLER
son. The Spartans’ figure is 992.
"Watch," Bronzan said, as he
Fred Blanco. whose big toe was
Old grads, especially old COP lowing facts. LeBaron faked to
sprained in the Poly tiff last week, grads, will tell you. They’ll tell you fullback John Poulos, with Pim- re-ran the film. "See Jack Lerceri
probably will sit out this game. as much as you want to listen to IOS bucking the center of the drop his arms?" Sure enough, LerCHUCK CHATFIELD
Ilk spot will be taken by Paul about that big game in 1948 when Spartan line. This was part of ceri, middle line backer and presWebb. who has ’13 yards in 22 COP was whipped ... not by SJS the now much-used belly series, ent coach at Menlo School, had
born at COP. It t any rate. Pou- red-dogged on the play, heard the
ro.q.
... but by the refs.
los hit the line, hut without the whistle, and was just standing
FLORES NINTH
For those not too clear on the! ball, and LeBaron roiled out to there, looking at LeBaron.
CINCINNATI. 0. --- (UPI COP has an impressive passer in
Trouble already is brewing among Tom Flores, who now ranks ninth subject, see had best bring you up his right and flipped down field,
National League teams over the in the nation with 50 completions to date. According to the Tell - completing to Roy Kirsten on LOOK THERE
circulated stories, COP and SJS the SJS 35-yard line, hit by Al
"Look there," Bronzan pointed
1958 schedule.
in 129 attempts for 638 yards.
out. -See Mel Stein drop his
both had gone into this game with
The league office announced yes- ,
Dick Vermeil is the Spartan excellent records (true). Both had Cementina (now James Lick
arms also?" Sure enough. Stein,
terday that the 1958 season will top flipper. although he is not a fine teams true). Both had fine voisch) on the 30 and finally
present coach at Sequoia High
halted
on
the
27.
The
play
had
open on Tuesday, April 15. with proficient long -ball pitcher. Ver- players (tote again). For example
School in Redwood City, had also
cosered
53
yards,
with
the
pass
the new Los Angeles Dodgers meil has bulb:eyed 22 of 40 for COP had the famous Ed LeBaron.
charged in, heard the whistle,
tray cling 49 yards in the air.
meeting the new San Francisco , 322 yards and one touchdown.
and stopped.
runnzan also
Ed Macon. and all together, seven
Giants at San Francisco in one of , It will be important for the men who since have made pro
At this point, referee Frank brought Sid Hall, (’OP center, to
the 1o.i7 (pener,
locals t:,
COP from :setting teams. Among others. the Spartans Powers proceeded to spot the ball our attention. Hall, also stopped
had Ili I ly Wilson and Gene Menges, on the SJS 27, but out came Bron- at the whistle.
Rut It is here that fact is zan, contesting the call and pro"It is my contention," Bronzan
separated front fiction. News- tested the whistle had been blown said. "that had LeBaron
before
LeBamn
ever
got
the
-pa,
papers across the country carput pass away, and that is problematiried stories the next day that, in off. Bronzan won and Powers
cal, it would never have been comCOP
20
and
the
.ball
back
on
the
effect. explained how LeBaron
pleted." Although the movies don’t
was
going
to
givekCOP
the
secondhad thrown a tie-breaking TD
down over. Out charged Bronzan show it, because the players were
only
quarter,
fourth
in
the
pass
again, arguink that the rule books not on the screen, Bronzan said
to have it called hack because
didn’t
allow for a play to be run that the SJS secondary let up as
another COP piayer had been
But you can’t see it!
over
due
to a ref’s mistake. Vic- iron as the whistle blew.
whistled down as having had the
The first three years LeBaron
again.
tory
ball, due to a fantastic. LeBaton
Corneal boa contact l.**.* ere completely inyiiibl.,
played
against SJS, he completed
nd coyer only Om colored portion of th eye ...
The next play? COP fumbled. just one pass, and that one was
fake.
Conte in today for raw., of the details
We asked Bob Bmnzan, director SJS recovered. Menges directed his
- -f intramurals and 1948 coach. team to the TD and State won
14-7.
Let
us
now
disprove
the
is
orout this- . . . but the story
Joch different. Rather than try to other well-known fact, that the
Whatever
WITH CORNEAL CONTACT LENSES
TA.
..plain his side, Bronzan went
the
’..ep into a drawer and came up
Technicians
FRANK JACKSON
JOE ALLEN
occasion
For Fun and Health
oh a rusty tin containing the
CT 7-5174
213 S. MIST
movies of this game.
Say it
Rent a Bike
DIDN’T EVEN SCORE,
with
Lightweight & Bicycles for 2
While the movies were flicking.
Flowers
Bronzan explained. "First of all,
PAUL’S
CYCLES
(’OP didn’t score on that play, and
FLOWER
1435 THE ALAME6A
.! the whistle hadn’t blown, I
SHOP
, don’t think the pass would have
CYpress 3-9766
CV 2.0462 10th & Santa Clara.
been enrnpleted "

Spartan Stadium
PACIFIC
BOB DENTON 86
WAYNE HAWKINS 75
BILL STRIEGEL 74
ROLAND RUDDER 55
CARL KAMMERER 77
JOHN WILLIAMS 73
FARRELL FUNSTON 88
TOM FLORES 15

TOM FLORES

CHUCK CHATFIELD 45
JACK LARSCHEID 21
TOM GREEN 39

It Was LeBaron vs. The Whistler

Trouble Brewing

It’s There All Right

CONTACT LENS CENTER

NORMANDIN’S

for a loss. It is easy to see why
Bronzan felt that it was problematical that this one would have
been completed.
ONE OF THE BEST
"But don’t get me wrong," Bronzan pointed out. "LeBaron is one
of the best field-generals that I’ve
ever seen, lie killed us the next
year. went on to make All-American on most teams, was voted the
most valuable player in both the
East-West game and the pro-allstar game. No, I don’t want to
take anything away from LeBaron
at all."
A picture in said to be better
than 10,000 words. Me? I got
both, the picture and the words.
The decision? San Jose State.
the victor . . . in the fourth
round ... fair and square.

TOM

GREEN

Halimi Takes
Crow n Home
LOS ANGELES
(UP) The
world’s bantamweight crown, possibly worth more than Over before
in history, headed for France yesterday on the brow of Alphonse
Halimi, a pleasant -faced little
French -Algerian.

SENIORS AND GRAD STUDENTS EARN A’SUBSTANTIAL
INCOME WHILE YOU ARE ATTENDING SAN JOSE STATE
One of America’s largest life insurance companies is offering
Seniors and lirad students the opportunity to earn a substantial
Income tight here at San Jose
Not only will you be earning money to help with your college expense, but you can be learning the interesting fundamentals of life insurance at the same time.
If you qualify you’ll receive a protection license permitting
you to write life, accident and health, group, hospital and surgical insurance on a part-time basis. When you complete your
college work, you will be given the opportunity to enter life
insurance underwriting under an outstanding 42-month financing
plan.
If you think this sounds like an interesting way to earn
some extra money, why don’t you sit clown and write us a letter
telling us all about yourself? Write
.1. R. ROWE, Agency Manager
2131 Ma Alameda, San Jose 26, Californ4
Phone CH 3.4040

BAKMAS

Imperial and Chrysler Dealers

STATE MEAT
MARKET

in froducr

"HILLMAN"
Economy

Safety

Low Cost

For Budget Terms
JACK SCHEBERIES
405 W. Santa Clara
San Jose

Phone
CY 3-0113

150 E. Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
Bargain Prices
Fresh Meats
Excellent Service

We’ve been proud
to have been
part in the
growth of San
Jose State College

sc Frankfurters
Lb. 39c
sk, Ground Beef
Lb. 35c or
3 for $1.00
Veal Roast
Shoulder Cuts
Lb. .29c

I can’t help it, I want
a PIZZA from

SAN
Library addition

completed by 0. E. Anderson.

Class Room and Administration Building under
construction as a joint venture with
0. E. Anderson Construction Co.
E. A. Hathaway Construction Co.

REMO’S

Whether you like Pizza with mushrooms, cheese, sausage,
salami, pepperone, anchovies, or the "woiks," you’ll like it
better at San Rome’s.

SAN REMO’S
218 WILLOW

CYpress 4-4009
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DAN COLCHICO

AL SEVERINO

RON EARL

STAN KEITH

JIM STEWART

BILL ATKINS

JIM MOORE

Spartans Hold Margin in Series
Tigers Roll
Over State
In1956 Win

By JOHN SALAMIDA
A rivalry dating back to 1895
will be renewed Saturday night
at Spartan Stadium as San Jose
State and College of Pacific
tangle in their 33rd meeting.
The Spartan team holds a 17-10
edge in its colorful traditional
series with the Bengal eleven from
Stockton. Tie games have prevailed on five occasions. COP has
captured the past three games

College of Patine, with every
available varsity gridder seeing action, whipped the Spartans, 34-7, in the 1956 "Battle
of the Bell" before 20,000 fans
In Pacific Memorial Stadium.
PAUL WEBB
Coach Jack (M o o s el Myers*
Bengal eleven left little doubt to
the large gathering of fans as to
which team was superior. Myers
started pulling off his first team
after eight minutes and 28 seconds
of the first quarter when the
Tigers held a 20-0 lead.
The lone bright spot for Bob
Bronzan’s SJS squad was a brilliant passing display which saw
the Spartans complete 20 of 40
attempted passes. Bob Reinhart
completed 11 of 18 to pace the
Golden Raider tossers.
Mary McKean hit seven of 17
attempts and Dick Vermeil, who
get another crack at the
Iwill
Tigers, tomorroW,,completed
two of five.
The Tigers recovered a Spartan fumble on the first play of
ithe game and morched 34 yards
CLAUDE GILBERT
I in five plays to score. Jack Larscheid capped the drive with a and will be seeking its fourth
four-yard scoring thrust.
straight win tomorrow night.
The two teams have played each
TIGERS ADVANCE
Pacific had the ball three plays other annually since 1929, with
later on the SJS 38 after the the exception of a three year period (1943-44-45) during World
Coach Julie Menendez’ Spar- Spartans had punted. The Tigers
War II.
advanced
to
the
San
Jose
onetan soccer team attempts to gain
San Jose holds the longest
yard stripe, where Tom Flores
its third conference win of the
went through center for the score. win streak in the series, posting
11 consecutive victories between
season tomorrow, traveling to Ben."
1932 and 1946. The longest win
keley to battle the University of FLORES FIRES
Flores fired a 41 yard pass to skein of the Bengals was a five
Calif. Bears in an 11 a.m. conend
Farrell
Funston
for
the
Tigers’
game streak from 1921 to 1931.
test.
third TD. Bob Hicks’ intercepUpset triumphs in the series
tion of a McKean pass set up the have proved to be a common thing
Home Cooked
scoring play.
with the underdog coming out
Marvel Pollard’s 40-yard punt on top in five of the last 11 games.
return in the second period set Spinetingling contests also have
BY THE MONTH
up the Spartans’ lone touch- added limelight to the series.
Kemp Guest House
down. After being penalized
The modern traditional series
8th & SAN CARLOS CY 7-5431
back to the 10, McKean lofted between the Spartans and Tigers
a pass to Art Powell for the began in 1921 when Pacific won
score. Pollard booted the extra 34-0. The Bengals captured shutOpen at I P.M.
point.
out victories in 1922, 23-0, and
Pizza with a "Personality"
The Bengals struck for two 1923, 46-0. No games between the
more TDs in the third period as two teams were played during the
HOUSE OF PIZZA
Flores hit Funston add Bob Den- next five years.
395 Almaden Ave., CY 7-9909
ton with scoring passes from 15
GAME HIGHLIGHTS
Neer the Civic Auditorium
and eight yards out, respectively
Following are the highlights of
games played from 1929 to 1956.
1929The two clubs battled
to a 6-6 stalemate with Herb
A football game is as cold as . . . well,
Winters scoring for the SparB,th young and old freeze ’n jell
tans and fullback Crandall hitthug paydirt for the Bengals on
S.J. Stater’s found the answer
an intercepted pass.
floats
.
.
.
Making
1930 Fullback 5 o b Stedman
To keep real cozy you need
scored three times and end Ralph
Francis, playing with a broken
CAR COATS
hand, tallied once as the nice!,
thumped the Spartans. 27-0.
1931COP back Bob Easterbrook recorded three touchdowns
You never out -grow
to pace the Tigers to a 27-0 vicyour need for a
tory in a game that was played
in heavy mud.
CAR COAT
SJS, 7-0
1932"Bud" Hubbard, trother
of Bill Hubbard, present SJS Director of Athletics, raced 15 yards
with Ei blocked punt to lead the
Spartans to a 7-0 victory and their
first win e’er the Tigers in 11
years. The win was SJS’s firs( of
11 strateh( wins over Pacifc.
Lei Tui
lassflee
Sbehtanbut’s 5.5
White Stag
yard touchdown run of an Intercepted COP lateral highlightLibo
ed the Spartans’ 12-6 victory.
The passing of Johnny Hines
set up the second 5.15 score,
.
at
.
you can get only the finest
Rob Hamilton returned a kickoff 45 yards to account for the
COP scoring.

Soccer Team
. Tackles Bears

MEALS

Cope & McPhetres
66 W. SAN ANTONIO ST.

CT 5-2939

San Jose’s BEST Ski Shop
NOW OPEN

1934J immy Stockliale a n d
Rinaldo Wren combined efforts
to spark San Jose State to a
13-0 win, Stockdalc, while standing in the shadow of his own goal
posts, three times punted over 80
yards to keep the Tigers out of
scoring territory.
1935The Golden Raiders and
Bengals struggled to a scoriess
deadlock as neither team threatened seriously to score.

the Tigers their eighth conaecutec
loss.
1941Fullback Allen Hardesty
plunged across the goal line to give
the Spartans a 7-0 triumph.
PERRV STARS
1942 - -Bill Perry, who recently
left the Spartan coaching staff,
scored three touchdowns and a
field goal to spearhead the Spartans to a 29-0 victory.
1943-44-45- -No games were

DIERKS DONUTS
6AM to II PM
370 AUZERA1S STREET

I

Harvel Pollard, workhorse of
the San JIM‘ State backfield,
paces the Spartans In tuso departments of play and is tied
for second In another, official
statistics resealed uesterday.

HARVEL POLLARD

Pollard. compact halfback, leads
the Golden Raider eleven in the
rushing department. He has carried the ball 42 times, pickieg
up 165 yards for a 9 -yard average
per carry.
Rapid Ray Norton has the highest average of the Spartan ball
carriers with a 5.5 mark. Norton
has packed the pigskin 27 times
and has gained 149 yards.
Pollard also leads the San Jun.‘
squad in kickoff returns with
seven for 159 yards and a 22.7
average. Norton, with four kickoff returns and Paul Webb, with
two. sport 23.5 averages.
Pollard is deadlocked with Bob
DICK VERMEIL.
IDunivant for second in pass receiving each with six receptions.
Jim Moore leads in this category
aday,...d during these war years.
’
ROCCIII TALLIER
1946San Jose State posted its with seven ieceptions for 119
1936Gene Rocchl sprinted 50
yards for State’s only score as the 11th straight win over the Tigers, yards.
Tigers fell, 8-0. A crowd of 5000 a 32-0 whitewashing as Pete DenoDick Vermeil paces the Sparin Spartan Stadium also saw Jack vi led the Spartans with his pin - tans passers with 22 completions
Spartan varsity and fresh waMartin block a Pacific punt for a point passing. The Spartan win in 40 attempts for one touchdown ter polo teams hae a busy
ruined Amos Alonzo Stagg’s final and a .550 completion
safety.
average. week -end lined up, with the car 1937All-time San Jtme State season at the Tiger helm.
Mary McKean has completed 22 sit playing tail games and the
1947 Bob Heck and Bruce Orgreat Leroy Zimmerman scored
of 40 for three touchdowns and fresh one.
one touchdown and iiet up an- via each turned in 50 yard touch - an even .500 average.
The (rash, their season record
as
the
spa
runs
down
other by Morris Manoogian as
Tigersnparnes:
standing at 8-1, meet Los Gatos
Norton,
o
n
e
of
14-7,
to
snap
the
the
fastest
veiled,
Spartans gained a 12-7h
e
tiet
High School this afternoon at 330
umph. Zimmerman, a sophomore 11 -game win streak, which had backs in the nation (9.4 sprinter), leads the Spartans in scor- In the Spartan Pool.
at the time, entered the game begun in 1931.
1948P resent SJS backfield ing with tour touchdowns for 24
in the fourth quarter and paced
the Spartans to two scores after coach Gene Menges, a Spartan points.
11113111ESS
amounts
they had trailed for three quar- sophomore at the time, passed for
McKean. who will definitely
911t San IFV9191190 (9.2.750
116 yards to spark the Golden I
tent.
miss the College of Pacific conRENT A TYPEWRITER
1938Zimmerman.
along with Raiders to a 14-7 upset at L
--Geneodi.
test because of a cheekbone in SPECIAL STUDENT
This
the
game
in
which
refewas
Rocchl, sparked the Sparjury,leads
in
punt
averages
with
RATE. 3 MONTHS
tans to a 19-6 victory before a ree Frank Powers was fooled by a 36.8.,mark. Dunivant is second
home town crowd of mow. Half_ the faking of shifty Tiger quarterwith a 34.4, while Vermeil is
back Tonny Olaeta scored t h e back, Eddie LeBaron, who is now , third with a 33 yard average.
!one Pacif ic touchdown, while starring in professional ranks. On
Rocchi posted two TDs for State. the Play. Powers whistled downl Halfback Sam Dawson leAfiC I
1939Nearly 15.000 fans watch- fullback John Poulos at the line:Golden Raiders in punt rm.,
$6 00 PER MONTH
ed in COP’s Baxter Stadium as of scrimmage while LeBaron was l averages with a 13.8 mark. Dav.- I
I son’s longest return was against
IC-pntinued on Page 6)
the Spartans won, 13-3, to ruin
pKemp’s. 8th 8, San Carlos
iSan Diego State 143 yards).
famous Amos Alonzo Stagg’s 50th

Water Polo ists
List Full Slate

HEWN

$15

PARKING

year of coaching celebration. Zimmerman teamed with Bob Zetterquist to lead SJS to victory.
1940Spartan fullback Ed Tornell scored three times as SJS
emerged victorious. 28-7, to hand

Tame the Tigers,
Spartans
Janko’s Hofbrau

Janko’s

14of1!irau *
Largest Sandw;ches in Town
Cold Crisp Salads
N.Y. Peek (16-eci .
. 31.92
Club Omsk 110.61.1 . .
1.50
Chicketa
1.25
Spare Ribs . .
.75
Steak Song. (looked bosun)
Friday Spacial V: Lobster 2.40
Avo;loblo
"Rackroorn"
For Prirato PortIos
19 N. Market St., CY 3-1695

MEN AND WOMEN

$ 5 00

NEW MEMBERSHIP PLAN

PER
MONTH

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK

"With him
of course"
Ivy crew

"Get buck into Condition"
COURSE INCLUDES:

sweaters

Towels Steam

9.95

3 holer
lambswool

Rooms

Body Building
Weight Control
vest

Figure Contouring

Personal Instruction

6.95

24 Tears’ Experience in the Bay Area

Rob Roy
lambswool goucho
6.95

MOST MODERN AND BEST EQUIPPED GYM
IN SAN JOSE AREA!

stadium

SEPAKATE GYMS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

coats

14.95
corduroy

18.95

CALIFORNIA PHYSICAL
CULTURE STUDIO

flannel slacks
Coffee Date?

Pollard
Tops Team
in Rushing

I I
, H.

9.95- 12.95
"his clothes ore from"

HOFFMAN’S
46 SOUTH MARKET

MEN’S

STORE

136 W. San Carlos
crss

CY 3-0077

CY 5-9658

from Civic auditorium

-
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\

eillber
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Dodgers,SFCiants
Meet With Pacific
Coast Loop Chiefs

’Mural Director Bronzan At Berkeley
Announces Dates for ’57 Thinclads
Ch ampionship Contests

touchdown. Rich Jardln turned
By JOHN SALAMIDA
in a good delensiae effort for the
Director of Intramural:, Ildb
four passes.Bronzan, in a statement issued to Jae",
The Spartan Daily yesterday, an-1 foto Fisher hit Roger Ilenderso
with a 90-yard pass to account for
flounced that play-off: to determthe the independent touch foot- the Cerebral Seven tirchdown.
ball champion will be held Monday, Nov. IL
Bronean reported that unit reBaseball Commi.,sii tiler F o r il
presentative% of the independent
Frick called the meeting, and sat
teams toted to drop second half
in on it. hut he would not serve as
play and count the final first half
artatrater He said he net up the
Continued from Page 31
Istandings as the regular season.
meeting "at the request of interpassing complete to Roy Kirsten
Bruins.
winner
of
the
IBessie’s
ested parties." They discussed "the
to the Spartan ’27 yard line.
reorganization of the Pacific Coast Eastern Independent League with
1949- -A 30-yard touchdown
League and questions of realign- an unblemished 7-0 record, will
meet the Hustlers. Western loop scamper by Don Hartley on Pament.champs, for the independent title. cifies opening play of the game
110W eVer. it was knw
e!’ that the
The two teams will clash in a told of what was to come as the
hag problem was the meney to be one game playoff on Nov. 115 for Tigers whipped the Spartans, 45-7.
Paid the PCI. for encroachment on iii,. independent crown. boraLeBaron, who in three previous
its territory by the Brooklyn now
rules call for an ....tension years had completed only one pass
Los Angeles! .1k)dgers and Neat
ot the ganw should a tie prevail. against SJS, completed 12 of 19
York new San Francisco’ Giants
The game is scheduled for the in this one for 195 yards.
West Field of William Si, Park,
11 was reliably reported from
A DEADLOCK
at oh kick-off time set for 4 p.m.
last week’s meeting at Sacra1950 The two clubs fought to
Second round of the Fraternity
mento. Calif., that the Giants and
a 7-7 deadlock on a muddy field.
Intramural
League
terminates
on
Dodgers’ each offered only $50,000
with Harry Beck turning iq the
Nov. 19. Play-off to decide the frato the PIT-Some PCL owners
top effort for Spartans, gaining
ternity- champion will be held Nov.
were talking of sums as high as
121 yard s, including a 61 -yard
21 at 4 p.m. at William St. Park.
touchdown run. A Menges to Billy
$1 -million, and have threatened
The independent and fraternity
Wilson TD pass was called back
law suits. championship teams square-0 ft
because of a penalty.
Monday,
Nov.
25
at
Spartan StaLeslie O’Connor. president of the
1951 Three touchdown favcred
1’(’l., and two PCL owners. Dewey dium for the all -college title.
The Hustlers, Western League COP succumbed to the Spartans.
Soriano of Seattle and Clyde Perkins of Portland. represented their independent titlists, boast a good 7-0. in One of the biggest upsets
passing team. Larry Peterson and of the series. Quarterback Lynn
league.
Bob Owens pace the team offen- Aplanalp passed 63 yards to Al
Frick refused to reveal the site
sively, while Jerry Kunz lends good Matthews for the winning score.
of the meeting, so the conferees
defensive play. The Hustlers had The Spartans turned in one of
would not be bothered by the
their best defensive games In hisa
loop record
press. He said he would make sore
Bessie’s Bruins have one of tory, stopping the Bengals seven
the public is informed on any de- the better passing
combinations times within their own 10-yard
damns
of the independent leagues in line.
1932 A n electrifying 36-yard
Bill Marchese and Stan snarr.
Good rugged line play has also touchdown -run by Roy Hiram with
Calloway’s Crystal
24 seconds feft in the game enaided the Bruins.
Further information concerning abled the Spartans to edge the
Creamery
intramural touch football play may Tiger!, 26-4 The passing of Apiabe obtained from Bronzan in the nalp and the running of Dick
L
Stults and Larry Matthews spark Men’s Gymnasium.
7th 8 E. SANTA CLARA
In the only independent intra- Led the -JS eleven.
mural game yesterday. the Jacks
Tommy’ McCormick was outand Cerebral Seven struggled to a standing in defeat for the StockHI -WAY MOTEL
6-6 Western League deadlock.
ton team, picking up 143 yards
60 lia.ts and Apartments
and scoring three touchdowns.
Butch Walters lofted a 10-yard
Coffee Shop Restaurant
Masted Swimming Pool
pass to John Clark for the Jacks’
One of McCormick’s Tits late
Free TV and Room Phones
2112 S. FIRST STREET
Official NFW YORK - UPI
of the Dodgers anti Giants met r.
*ecret with the representatives
the Plicifk- Coast League yester&is an an effort to settle inse.
satisfactory indemnity SIIMS %kith
out going to court.

Spartans Lead
In Series

GRID PIX
iVelmers
XIiieller
32-22-2
31-23-2
COP
COP
Dartm’th Dartm’th
Princeton Princeton
NISI’
NISI’
Purdue
Ohio St.
Navy
Vs vy
Michigan
III.
Iota a
Iowa
Arkansas Arkansas
Tex A&M Tex MO;
Oregon
Oregon
Wash St.
UCI.A
Ore St.
Ore. St.
Stanford
Stanford
TVVI,
Texas
tia. Tech tia. Tech
LSI’
I-Sit’
Colts
skins
49ers
49ers

Slainntida

STEREO
TAPE RECORDERS

ti-A041,,04-14-Au-

sJS-(’OP
Itart-ii’ol
Prin-Hara
ND-Mich St.
Purdue-O. St
Duke-Navy
Nlich-111.
Minn -Iowa
Ark -Rice
Tex am-SMU
Wash -Ore
UCLA -W St,
Ore St. -Cal
Stan-USC
Tex -Baylor
tia Tech -Ten
Miss-LSI’
Colts-Skins
litters-R..ant

36-18-2
COP
Dartm’th
Princeton
NISI’
Ohio St.
Silty
NI i, higan
Iona
Arkansas
Tex A&M
Oregon
Wash, St,
Ore, St.
Stanford ’
Texas
tia. Tech
Miss,
Colts
’
49ers

Poe
Hill
21-21-2
. fittest
COP
5.15
Dartm’th Dartm’th
Princeton Princeton
N.D.
MSU
Ohio St. I Ohio St.
Navy
Navy
Michigan Michigan
’Iowa
Iowa
-Rice
Rice
Tt-7-c-riq Tex A&M
rOregon ’
Oregon
l’CLA
UCLA
Ore, St. Ore. St.
Stanford
Stanford
Baylor
TPNIIII
Oa. Tech Ga, Tech
Miss.
Miss.
I (Clits
Colts
’ 49ers
49crs

Hi-Fi

Set the step
in an Arrow
pin-tab collar

CYpress 2-6880 ’

In the game put COP In fro--rnt,
21-20.
1953 One of the closest games ,
in the series saw the Spartans
nip the Pacific team, 7-6. A Benny Pierce to Mery Lopes pass;
play accounted for the SJS TD.
Larry Rice booted the vital extra
point

in

.S1:111

arITOr110

TIES

Step in for tab-collar shirts
at their best
They’re pace -makers, these new Arrow
pin -tab models. And we have them ... in
your favorite patterns and colors. Team thcin
up with Arrow ties like the one shown.
Iklake your selection today.

SECOND AT
SANTA CLARA STREETS

at your store or at your door . . .

.*A’SSiailor;000111Homogenized
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HUBERT ABLETT

GOLD
MEDALS

ST..

-

San Jose, California

FM
Radios

fashion

CALIFORNIA’S FAVORITE

,,
.
’_
-.-- _ ,BRERD ano
*P AS TRY SWOP

7,

SHIRTS

Seeking its second victory of
the’ season against one loss, San
Jose States’ frosh football aggregation meets a strong San Francisco State JV team this afternoon at 3 o’clock on the Gator’s
field.
Quarterback Nelson Dake toss,
three touchdown passes and booted four extra points as the frosh
crushed the Fresno State JV’s, ’
47-13, last week. Backs Don Anderson and Carlson Bobino and
end Leon Donahue also turned in
good performances for the Spartababes,

.ap
Phonographs
Illtit

first in

Frosh Eleven
Battles Gators

/
MILY ABLETT

Meet Cal Bears

Sporting a 011e-,%.Inap, attic-tir, c.unted on to gather SJS points. I 27-28. Expected to score points for Des Roches, Sam Holt, and Carlos
and one and one-half win -lows
(In paper, Cal will he favored SJS: Wes Bond, Grady Neal, Jerry Saldivar.
record, san Jose state’,, cram*.
country track team journeys tat
Berkeley honor-rim morning to
meet the not - so - much - snore powerful Bears,
To date, the Spartans have manage* to look quite impressive. and
then not so impressite .after all,
alternating from week to week.
This is their impressive week.
So far this season, the Spartans
have shut out SF State 15-50, tied
with Cal while taking second place
to UCLA in a four-way meet at
Leaders of campus fashion go
Stanford, and then were upset by
for this new idea in collars: the
the Indians last week.
good looks of the tab shape
According to Wes Bond. SJS’s
combined with the ease of the
ace harrier, "We are going to he
ready for the Bears." Bond has
eyelet-and -bar fastening. Yours
placed first against SF State
in white, stripes, solids or
and 1 (’I.A but finished far back
checks. In broadcloth or new
last week.
pique fabric, regular or French
Grady Neal, a runner who seems
to improve with leaps and bounds
cuffs. Shirt from $4.50. Vool
with each race, placed first for the
challis tie $2.50. Clam,
Golden Raiders last week, taking
Peabody & Co., Inc.
third. Bill Morgan, who, according
to coach Bud Winter, ". . . is a
freshman with great potential,"
should be ready tomorrow and

for highest quality dairy products at
the 1957 CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR

PLANNING A PARTY?
Low Prices

SPECIAL
Discount To Students

We have a complete line of bakery goods

\\ inning more gold medals than any other

to male your party fops.

dairy at the fairs is getting to he a pleasant
habit with Golden State. But constantly striv-

CAKES
DONUTS

COOKIES

PIES

CUP CAKES

SNAILS

number one aim of the Golden State quality.

POLLS
10% Down
PAY AS YOU PLAY

ing to further the quality of products is the

Parties ore our .Speciality!

rout ml

laboratories, anal ire

off again at the judging stands at

all orts pa:

......

the 1957 Califortti. a Slate Fair.

Sat wohams g Son Salvador

SALES
REPAIRS
RENTALS

,
"II it mines front the fHttoge

to see their

joiden g

Balked rrf..,11 Daily

ar

mid
a.

Milk
VITAMIN D

rommon sense he

lec good to Eat ’

HOMOGENIZED

111(11.1’

poll- goOlo, People shop for

what they wont

Californium ;emu-mut:ter Gttillen State dairy products.

Till,,w,,4111

Fellowship To Hold Party

J. C. President
Heads Meeting

Sunday, the group will meet at 6
p.m, for dinner and a discussion on
"A Faith for Moderns." led by Dr.
Jim Miller, pastor of the Pmbyterian Church in Los Gatos.
Ralph Prator. president of BaThe Reverend Emmet stated kersfield College!and head of the
that all interested students are California Junior College Assn.,
will take the chairman’s seat this
invited to attend these events.
morning for the final day of the
Western College Assn. meeting in
Hotel Sainte Claire.
FRI.. SAT. - SUN.
Dr. Robert K Burns, president
of the association and president of
THE MASTERSOUNDS
College of Pacific, presided at yesterday’s session in. which a keySun. Jam Session 4 p.m.
note address was presented by Dr.
THE LOUVRE
Arthur S. Adams, president of the
In
1111111
INII
American Council on Education.
Doctor Adams, speaking on "The
554 W. SANTA CLARA
Direction of Higher Education in
AT THE UNDERPASS
that
the Next Decade." ’denraw
this country may face drastic probBESIDE THE MERMAID
lems in higher education during
the next 10 years. He described.

The Presbyterian College Fellowship will hold an after-rally
party tonight at the Student
Christian Center, the Rev. V. Donald Emmel reported today.
Dancing, refreshments and games
will be among the evening’s acdvities.

1

cpecial ctuelott ALkount
(During November)

,

Dear Studebt:
,
,
I

This is our nov 0/ saying thank you . . . in
those among you who are our loyal customer.
and as a gesture 01 welemne to the many net(
students of .Sent Jose State.

Sweater;
Lingerie

Skit ts

BETA KAPPA
WELCOMES YOU

Blouses

Around -the-clock Dresses

and LANTZ originals
P S A :mall deposit will hold any purchace until December ! r

AT

1749 PARK AVENUE

recent Soviet scientific advances
as evidence that nothing is as im7sortant gs the trained and educated mind in An age of rapidly
advancing technological change.
Higher education, he declared,
aims to think rationally and constructively, "to use the learning
wisely, in ways best calculated to
advance the understanding as well
as the economic circumstances of
people everywhere."
T. S. Peterson, president of
Standard Oil Co. of California. addressed a dinner meeting last night
in the Women’s Gym on "The
Fabulous Future of California."
Dr. John T. Wahlquist, president.
of San Jose State, presided.

Rally committee members
Must meet In the dugout at 2:30
p.m., todat. or there still he no
card stunt% at the Homecoming
game, according to John
card stunt chairman.
Agular blamed lack of interest
for the fart that the cards hate
not been stamped.

"The Store with the College
Education"

Tht K i4tuf of Latium
Ftt for ct Kuu1!...

T.Kiay is the last day to sign up
for individual interviews on Careers in Engineering Day, to he
held on campus Nov 16.
Students may s\gn-up in the Engineering Office, Room E107 for a
maximum of 10 interviews.
Next week, official registratiiin

lot Engineering Day will be held.
Students and t acll y members
planning to attend will register at
the Student Affairs Business Of.
! rice, and pay a $1 fee to cover
cost oi the luncheon and incl.’.
dentals

A GREAT BIG

11:30 am, to 1 p.m. Everyone Is !
invited, bring lunch; coffee or milk
and donuts will be supplied by
CSTA.
CSTA, conference. Saturday, all
day.
!Mini, will not meet this Monday.
Phi Illation Omicron, meeting,
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.. 1114.
Presbyterian College Fellowship,
party after bonfire rally, Student
Christian Center. Dancing, games,
refreshment.
! Presbyterian College Fellowship,
dinner and discussion, Sunday, 6
p.m., Student ChriAtian Center.
Discussion on "A Faith for Moderns" led by Dr. Jim Miller, Los
005 Presbyterian pastor.
Spartan Spears, rummage sale.
Wednesday and Thursday, 9 a.m.
, to 5 p.m., in front of Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Student Christian Council, meeting, today. 12:30 p.m.. Student "Y."
Student "Y," members and
guests will meet with COP "Y"
members for dinner, Saturday
Student "Y."
Wesley Foundation, panel discussion on "The Christian Faith
Confronts Nuclear Fission." Sunday, 7, 24 N. 5th St.

277 E. San Fernando

CYpress 2-1508

Interview Sign Ups End

MEETINGS

Canterbury Club, meeting, Sunday, 7 p.m., Youth Center, 81 N.
2nd St. The Rev. Ward McCabe,
provincial college worker, guest
speaker.
College Religious Connell, breakfast, Sunday, 8 a.m., Student "Y."
All representatives are urged to
attend.
CSITA, Faculty Luncheon, today
THE

Come in and see our diversified line of

’SPARTAN DATT.T$

Friday. November B, 1957

Plan Card Stunts

frfr-)La

iContinuous
Entertainment .. .
JEAN HOFFMAN & TRIO
JOLEY MARINO
SYLVIA MORA
MEL YOUNG
JEANNIE JOHNSON

HELLO
to

ALUMNI
AND

FRIENDS

SPARTAN BOOK
STORE
BIGGEST ...MOST MODERN
BOOKSTORE IN CALIFORNIA

Dancing fo

JACK WEEKS

PACKS II
960 BUSH

Shell
Cordovan

16"
on campus . . . Bloom’s
Cordovans are best!
Royally designed in
rich dark Cordovan . . .
indestructable horse
muscle . . . high gloss finish
. . . double soled . . . they’re
your best dollars buy!

5/0 DISCOUNTS
On LP Records
Saturday, November 9th
Thru November 16th
With the Presentation of this Ad

student 90 day
charge accounts
invited
pay 1 3 monthly

AND

_
STORE

FOR

MEN

71 South First Street

266 S. FIRST STREET

Biggest Stock Ever . .
CY 5-5141

6--SPARTAN

DA111.1’

Fr1day. Noernher 8, 1937

Students Give
172 Pis. Blood

FLOATITIS STRIKES

’

HELLO SPARTANS!

SJS students donated 172

Drop in and Fri ar, iiiiainied with mir beautiful
Flinerr Siwit anti (,j ft Department . .

pints

of blood in Wednesday’s all -campus blood drive, according to a report from the Santa Clara Valley

SHANK’S
DRIVE-IN

CLEANERS

Blood Center.
This year’s blood drive was sponjointly by the Sabre Air
Command, lo w e r division Air
Force ROTC group and the Community Service Committee,

A GREAT SPECIAL EVERY WEEK

sored

LARGEST SELECTION
SMARTLY PRESENTED

(no extra charge)

PRICED TO PLEASE

SPECIAL

Coop

FLOWERS
and GIFTS

S

THIS WEEK

Sec. ISIS

2nd and San Fernando

CYpress 2-8312

Student
Charges
In% ited

TOPCOATS 1.10

I dig
COOP COFFEE
the most!
ECONOMY HOT LUNCHES
HOT DOGS

c2t,k

74 SOUTH FIRST
The 1101 ’SE of

ASSORTED

Everybody is getting into the act this week as Metals has struck
the San Jose state campus. Members of the 154 Club and Women’s
Independent Housing team up on float construction in the alsolo
picture. They are (left to right), top, Barbara Zisch and Dennis
Crinnion; bottom, John Lewis and Jack Frogan.photo by Mason
Brown.

\I:S1’,41, SIZES

...o.ur famous LUCKY STRIDES designed by

Parade Rolls

flats the important fashion.
Nt-e’ve sketched just one from our

then double back and take her
place of honor in the reviewing
stand in front of Payless drugstore on 1st street. Miss Fairhurn
will be followed by her attendants,
Jane Amsden, Marcia Malatesta,
Beverly Nally and Claire Wellenkamp.

and geared to the life you lead.

Black Suede
Black Calf
Brown Calf
Briarwood Calf

11.93

Parade Chairman Bob Foy said
that downtown stores will close at
5 pm, tomorrow in order to allow
spectators to watch the parade unhampered by business activity.
Float winners will be announced
ctttring halftime at tomorrow
night’s Homecoming Game between SJS and COP. Miss Fairburn will present trophies to representatives of the winning floats.

It Er, 6 6/TEEM=

YOURS NO MATTER WHIT SIZE YOU IVEAR!

MEMO

FROM

RAY K. FARRIS, C.L.U.

CAKE

MI..,

C,Iand.,

ilEfin
oeufrice uo.

UP* E.

540 S. FIRST ST.CY 2-7864

Foot Probes

Pedal
Cfrorrete .

Aiisms

,44,..1 Irlsr4
Borlog.
rm.., Teo STweat
(Are Oirweetias Trot

OPEN
SATURDAY
MORNINGS
OFFICIAL
BRAKE STA.
No, 231

DEVIL’S GENERAL
(in GerreniEnglish
sisi
* * * HIGHEST RATING
-A piece of cinerernefic
cefsseseeshipres I.4.

Cy ,1 Ckeriss

"Strange Lady In Town"
NEW STUDENT RATES
at SARATOGA THEATRE

AR

659:

We Give . . .

Dear San Jose State Students:
My came is Sammy Ruiz, and I am the owner of the
STATE SHELL SERVICE STATION located across from the
Student UnIon on Fcurth and San Fernando Streets, STATE
SHELL has served YOU, the students of San Jose State
for over a quarter of a century. We always try to give
you fniendly, courteous and efficient service. Now we
want to wish you all a ’HAPPY HOMECOMING.-

SARATOGA:
Siii-se 1,0.

s

Stockings,"
’700.

SECURITY
PROGRAM!

840.

10:30.
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EXCLUSIVE!
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Jeno Ligh

"RUN OF THE ARROW"
Rod Sfeiger
Both in Technicolor

’
STUDIO THEATER
"JAILHOUSE ROCK"
P-ns

Judy Tier

"The Parson and
The Outlaw"
Buddy Rog.,
Anthony Desse,
Sonny Tubs
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EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

A FOUR DAY LEAVE

"JET PILOT"
John

Way,.

Jan.) Le,0

WHEN IT COMES TO

Making bur phins fiir the
years ahead? Then it’s a
good idea to remember that
basic financial security
should be part and parcel of
those plans.

MAYFAIR
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efAuntut muNerrr
’1 ANA rOMIC &ONO(

10 E. SAN FERNANDO STREET
(Next Door to See’s)

6rty

How to plan
a post-graduate

"JET PILOT’:

Tl4EM FOR
NIE"

TROPICAL ART SHOP

Call CYpress 4-6712

ei::))+:/)

STUDIO: -JailhoLse Rock.- 756. 10.58.
-Parson & Outlaw." 6:41. 9.43.

60c

SUZY PARKER
"KISS

S&H Green Stamps

10:41,

’SPARTAN:
-Cart" 6:30: 11:52.
Leabensecks," 6142:
12:04. -Sea
Devils." 8:29; "Lonely Man," 10:20.

STUDENTS WITH ASB
CARDS (including colleg)

CARY GRANT
JAYNE MANSFIELD

EARRINGS
front
All Over The World

SHOW TIMES
MAYFAIR: -Jet Filet,P-in Arrow.- 901.

TOWNE: ’Devils Generel,’’ 7:10; 9:50.
-Sardinia,- 6:15.

"SILK STOCKINGS"

UNUSUAL
EARRINGS

An Open Letter)

Sammy Ruiz
STATE SHELL SERVICE
98 South Fourth Street

THE

Patronize Our Advertisers
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DIRECTLY BEHIND NEWBERRY’S

SNAILS

FOUNTAIN

For This Small Charge We
H,..... From, if h. ch
.44.se

( heel,

Floats will he parked on 9th
street in the parking lot behind
the Engineering Building immediately fotlostimr, the parade.
They will remain on display in
the lot until 3 p.m. Sunday,
Davis said.
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i leen Ow Dire
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SHIRT LAUNDRY

SALADS

ADJUSTMENT
BRAKE

((’ontinued front Page 1)

terrific collection, keyed to your wardrobe

DRY CLEANERS

HAMBURGERS

SANDWICHES

STREET

Edith Henry who has rnade

IT OWN IF

OUT AT 5

IN BY 9

’r Ite reit

Choose from the outstanding ring selection at Proctor’s.
You will be pleased with the distinctive designs and the
solid %alues. Convenient terms make it easy to select a
ring of utmost quality without burdening your budget!

DIAMONDS
YOU’LL DO BEST AT

PROCTOR’S

There’s no better time than
right nowwhile you’re still
young and can take advantage of lower premium rates
to set up your lifetime
security program through
life insurance. New York
Life’s new Whole LifE policy
gives your present (or future) dependentr a minimum
of 810,000 protection. It
builds high cash values
steadily. It can provide you
income
monthly
with
a
when you retire. Yet the
premiums are in line with
modevt budgets. Why not get
the facts and think it over?

write.. phone ...or visit
RAY K. FARRIS6 C.L.U.

"ACTION OF THE TIGER"
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SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
1

"FLYING LEATHERNECKS"
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I "Ride A Ifitelesf Mae" I
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R,E0,i Ryan

"SEA DEVILS"
Rock Hudson
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Yvonne DeCerlo

"LONELY MAN"
Jack PInr

Tony Pakins

Life
New York
Company
Insurance

BANK OF AMERICA BUILDING
Son Jose
CYpress -18550

.

P,

Thurs,

TERMS TO SUIT YOU
NO MONEY DOWN
NO INTEREST

NO CARRYING CHARGE

91 S. FIRST STREET
_ $AN JOSE

P.811

1899 ’GIRLS OKAY

Wesley Foundation

.

Nosontizer S. 1957
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71
MAUER’S CAFETERIA

The Methodist Student Center in San Jose
24 NORTH FIFTH /STREET
CV 2-8707 S
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9:10 A.M. Koinonia, Studying Jesus’ Teachings Zs,
12:00 Noon Coffee Fellowship in Wesley Ball 4",,:,
5:00 P.M. Week) Gisoir Rehearsal
l
NI
8.00 P.M. Snack Supper X.’se
7:00 P.M. "The Christian Faith Confronts
?,1
Nuclear Fission."
4
*,.
Panel discusion with Rev. Stuart s: I
Anderson, Dr Marion T. Bird, Dr. 011
,,t
Gornto. S.T.I1
Frile41 S (rienr). 1)r WIlliam
.1:Inry
*
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See and Buy What

We Speciaiize
In Homemade
Desserts
ACROSS FROM KRESS

OPEN

We Serve
Complete

k,

Like

YOU

7 DAYS A WEEK
11:00 e.rn. to 8.00 p.m.

Dinners
175 SOUTH FIRST

Narmsizu Our

WI -craws

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
’I WO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AND MAN ANTONIO

/7

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:30 EVENING SERVICE
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday-

SMORGASBORD

"A Group with YOU in mind"

W. Cat., To Banquets

BIER GARDEN

DANCING

EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
Fall Quarter: Comparative World Religions
2nd and SAN ANTONIO

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10

San Jose State is "O.K." with
them. Shouts are three "O.K.
Girls," 1899 social group, during
a recent visit to their alma mister. Left to right are Miss Theresa Burtscher, Auburn; Mrs.
Harriet Cortley White; Ukiah:
and Mrs. Violet Fisher Brown,
San Jose.photo tin Jim Beach.

131

MT

135 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Shoes of Qualify

’O.K. Girls
Are Tops

10:00 A.M. Student Bible Class
Rev. George L. "Shorty" Collins, leader
5:47 P. M. Supper and Meeting
Roger Williams Fellowship
"Basic Baptist Beliefs.’ Jerry Casimere
Church Services
9:00, 11:00 A.M. and 7:30 P.M.
Ilv

SALAD BOWL

DINNER

MIXED FRESH GARDEN GREEN VEGETABLES
CHEFS SPECIAL DRESSING
HOT MUFFINS AND HONEY
DESERT
COFFEE
$IM

TRI-C

THE PINK BUILDING

it II

SOUP DU JOUR FAMILY ’OWL

Minister

Dr. Clarence Sands-

Cif

7110POCCO

4505 IL CAMINO, SANTA CLARA AxL1117

Pastor
Dr. Henry Croes
Minister to Students
George L Shorty" Collins
Advisors
Earl and Geneva Vaughan

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
TENTH AND SAN FERNANDO
San Jose, Carornia

By LOLA SHERMAN
"Do or die, beat Iota Phi
Hippity hop, O.K. Girls art
fop."
Proving that San Jose State
friendships really last, the -O.K.
Girls," a campus organization in
1899, have been circulating a
chain letter for 58 years.
Iota Phi was a rival social group

at San Jose Normal School in the
days when present sororities were
literary clubs studying Shakespeare, debating, and all that sort
of stuff.
The chain in really a packet of
letters. As each "O.K. Girl" receises the packet, she removes
her old letter and writers’ a new
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
one to he sent on to the other
224 MERIDIAN ROAD
"girls," according to Mrs. Mutired Winter,,,
Winters, associate prefershair of history, who has kept in
A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
contact with the group nhille
SERVICES:
writing histories of campus organizations.
9:30 A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
Mrs. Winters stated that the
10:45 A.M.
WORSHIP SERVICE
first letters concerned teaching
6:00 P.M.
YOUTH MEETING
experiences, since all -but two of
the 18 original members were tea7:30 P.M.
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
chers. Later, after most of the
Pastor
THOMAS G. SUTTON
"girls" had married, they wrote
about homemaking problems, reciCYpress 4-2873
pes and children.
Nine of the charter members
are still living: Mrs. Bess Fillk
Moss, Three Risers; Miss Alice
Halsey, Santa Cruz; Mrs. Grace
C. Borden, Palo Alto; Mrs, Violet
Fisher Brown, San Jose; Miss
Flora Dudley, San Jose; Miss
Theresa Burtscher, Auburn;
Mrs. Jessie Miller, San Leandro;
Church of Christ Christian Church
and Mrs. Harriet White, Ukiah.
2-7443
CY
790 SOUTH 12th STREET
"O. K. Club’s teaching record
adds up to 212 years of service,
10
November
SUNDAY SERVICES
all but 14 years in California," Mrs.
Winters mentioned.
College age class at 9:45 Bible School Hour is taught by David Elliott,
instructor in Speech Department at SJSC.
Miss Halsey has taught the
grandchildren of former pupils
Subject: -Senile or Sage"
and Mrs. Borden is one of 10
8.30, 11:00 Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
children, seven of whom were
9.45 Bible School, classes for all ages.
teachers in California, added the
PO Discussion Groups for all ages.
histor) professor.
Servi
6.30 Evening
Miss Dudley, one who did not
become a teacher, turned instead
HAROLD E. GALLAGHER, Minister
Nursery Provided
to producing food on an IRO acre
1110.300000086COV2:00000000000=0.00e..e.P..f.Xel../Z/401.
San Jose ranch.

BETHEL CHURCH

HIGH POINT
a graceful rise of decolletage
.4.

the slim silhouette’s newest and most prophetic direction for important costumes,
before and after five.

in a host of fall sneaks
and calfekins.

18"

AND

99"

student charge accounts inritvil

"Looking for o friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST

V/
E
LA
CL
0 U
MM
EN

ARCHIE’S STEAK
HOUSE
Fine Food
546 S. Second St.Hours:

7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

,

She’s in the pink with this frosting

’ti
t

pink all weather roincoot, come rain

Congregational Disciples
Student Fellowship
lev;+es You For

let it
rain.! .

or shine. It’s gold sailor buttons further

.

brighten the spirits

SNACK SUPPER
WORSHIP
STUDY
FELLOWSHIP
Every Sunday 6:10 P.M.
First Chrst;en Ct,urrt,
80 S. FIFTH STREET

matching sou’wester hat she’s as
cute as she is wise. This con be you,
size 9-15

EPISCOPAL
&writes at Trinity
III North 2041
W 5. Muraloci Rector
II:00 A.M. Holy Communism
9:30 and 11:00 A.M.
Worship Services

CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Student Christian Cnter
92 South Fifth Strut
Offic Hours: 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Adviser on Campus
Mn. Roy E. Butcher
SUNDAY PROGRAM, NOV. 10
7:00 P.M.
Rv, Wind McCain. Provincial,
Colby, Worlr, will be guest
wicks.. Youth Grow,
II N. 2nd -7:00 P.M.

and in the

for only

15.95

Jr Hart Shop Second Floor

PTIJ
SUNNYVALE
SAN JOSE

TAAFFE ST AT McKiNLEY

RE 6-1220

SANTA CLARA AT MARKET

CV 3-3636

s

Friday. November S. 1957
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Miss Fnirburn To Toss Coin
Continued from Page 1)
out the show with a demowstrathin of easteasporary musk.
Spartan rooters will greet the
visiting college with a "Hi. COP"
card stunt A Twer head card formation will salute the team.
Mt. Mr Sparcli p ears on

cards. the bell, which has aroused (
Contention between COP and SJS
In the past, will be shaped.
Instead of falling into an SJS
formation at the end of halftime
show, the band will make a Spartan shield. with an "S" in the
renter.

S.F.’s Soft Drink Night Club
On s’ nt

SHOWCASE SEXTET

DICKIE MILLS ORCHESTRA
BOB HODES DIXIELAND BAND
LEAVE I D. CARDS HOME(

90 MARKET STREET

iConSinued from Page it
taken within 10 da.s.
Meanwhile, President Wahlguist
said yesterday that the matter will
warrant a "re-examination of the
foot ball picture"

said. "Then a few mNirs; later, we
were told we could he of service
again. In that lapse
time, many
influential backers 1,s1 interest."

Faculty Backs

"Our reappraisal shall involve
the Athletic Aihisory Committee. the Faculty Connell and possibly others." he stated. "It’s too
early to say what the esaet arrangements will be."
Dr. Wahlquist conceded that he
is conscious that the 1957 football
.eason will end in a deficit, but he
added, "I do not know who will
pick up the tab.
"I hope the loyal alumni will
pitch in and help," he said.
Dick Boyd. Alumni Association
executive, charged yesterday that
Dr. Wahlquist had incensed many
Spar-Ten booster club members
when he became college president
in 1952.
"At first, the group was told by
Dr. Wahiquist to disband," Boyd

Vie jai,’ cho4’ca4e
JAZZ

Students To Give Views Alumni Get
SJS
"
Athletic Policy Greeted Back

LARK’S

(Continued from Page 1)
(II. "Separation.of, the administration of the state colleges from the
administration of the public school
systems of the state. thus obtaining for the colleges a greater degree of local autonomy; and (2).
The up-grading of the office of the
president of San Jose State College so that the salary. the authority and the responsibilities of the
office may be in keeping with the
size, importance and complexity of
the institution."
Dr. Morris said that similar
resblut ions containing requests for
more autonomy for state colleges
have been passed by the Faculty
Council before.

731 A11ti’.7

"HAPPY HOMECOMING"

her

store

San Jose State
hope’

perfect for everyone

t

Cult as the best

fo

Ninth and Santa tiara

ribbed wool sweater

Open 7 Days a Week

Serve the Students of SJSC

v,003:8X0XECE0003:020:0:8:8DOODOIXt00.OCKLOOKS00203:103703,3D3DDXHIC010e

West S.J. M. Students. Lg. sleeping rm. with private bath and kit.
priv. Wally Perry, AX 6-4440 or
CI, 8-4964.
College girls preferred. New one
bedroom and 2 bedroom units.
Groups of 3. 4, or 5 girls. Completely furnished. 452 S. 9th St.
Call John Di Monto. CH 3-3282.

0

1Studegts. 2 Earn, Apts.. Agrosa St.
from campus. 328 S. 6th St., Apt. 1,
VacancyMen Students Board
& Room. 28 S. 13th., S.J.

149 south first street, son jose

pays

0

FOR SALE

ideal for campr.
or coffee data .
mock turtle neci
with elastic banding
et the west for
that are look!
whae or black in
sues 34 to 40 .

PRE-HOLIDAY

SALE

’48 DeSoto. Excellent condition.
New paint & brakes. CY 3-0583.
rAPE RECORDER, new, $35. 464
S. 2nd St. CY 7-7700.
WANTED
nate student to fill bed In new 2
b4droom apt. FREE rent until
Dec. Inquire 93 W. Reed, Apt. 6
after 7:30 p.m.
Washing and Ironing:’0,0 cents an
hour. Pickup and delivery. CY 5’6094.

198

to be an ecrly bird with these big, big
pre -holiday values

reg. to $6 drip-dry shirts
;,,,rid

cott: it...! drip dry p"rin
wril.iel

29ancli

up

NAME

NAME

BRANDS

CM THE MALL
VALLEY FAIR

PaUrti
JEWELER

CREDIT
72 South First Street

CYpress 7-0920

Welcome4 the 4lunin4
with an

AMAZING
VALUE
Natures own
Genuine Gems.
treasured for

-

798

frob;oniul. luiurious fur blond
tt,-..10dets holiday pce.‘els.

IVY

BIRTHSTONE

SLACKS
SUITS

reg. $25 all-weather coats

HATS

Benny Ramirez

18

t

SHOES

Lastipirs Repre.seithitirr

199 S. FIRST STREETCORNER
JUNIOR

BUDGET

ACCOUNTSUP

royalty

ENUINE GEM

LEAGUE

SWEATERS

OererCt.0000000-0-000.00**04000000000000-0000C.i.66000

gown jeweled

BRANDS

for the best .style in town .

reg. to $16 furblend sweaters

ter,:

COLORS

DOWNTOWN
161 S. FIRST

GORDON’S
CREDIT DEPARTMENT STORE

798

knod. en attractive special qrnup.

nen,

ALL

centuries by the

5r’,’ f

’j

$12.98 to $29.98

Organizations or indivduals in need
of musical entertainment. Phone
ICY 7-7886.

reg. to $16 wool skirts

1

from

M I iCEI.I.ANEOUR

blurn’s second Meet le,e1

/CsO*0000,1:004000,0000000000000,00000004):8:8XECEt:0.0

r

CAR COAT

LOST
Lost Wed., brown wallet women’s
gym. Keep money, return rest to
C"Wr 195 f:. San Fernando.

nq

In

a

FOR RENT
Large Mile. Rm., lilt. Pro. Reasonable. 638 S. 5th.
Board $9.00 per week, room & tat
$65 per month. 361 S. 7th St.
Male Student to share large 2
bedroom apt. $37.50 mo. CY 52194.

181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

it

Bundle Up

CLASSIFIEDS

. . . the exciting new
Lark’s

BURGER HOUSE

San Jose State’s crack Air Force
ROTC drill team, which gained
first place in the recent Willow
Glen Fun Frolic parade, will participate in the Veterans’ Day parade in downtown San Jose Mrday.

says

e

A delivery driveway, running the building down by Dec. 4.
The offices of mathematics, ea.
Dons 9th street to the back of the
gineering and philosophy, which
(Continued from Page l)
new Cafeteria, will cause the deoccupied the structure, will be
aminations rli,.y seem pfeesant in struction of Building P. according moved to the Main Building and
to Bjron Bollinger, supervisor of Building T.
retrospect.
"This year you will notice many construction and repairs.
New office numbers in the Main
changes at San Jose State College
Bollinger said yesterday that the Building are mathematics, Room
- new, modern classroom buildbuilding would be torn down by 122; philorphy, Room 120. The enings, new laboratories, new adAnderson Wrecking Co. starting gineering office will be transferministration offices, and, of course,
Monday. The company must have red to Building T, Room 202.
new foundations and walls for the
nest stage of our building program. We hope you approve of the
changes, for we have done our best
to make every necessary addition
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
one that enhances the campus site
Open 6 AM, to 7.30 P.M.
to which we are confined.
We specialize in
"Oriconore change you may noHAMBURGERS and HOMEMADE PIES
ticea tension in the air resulting
from the efforts of some wellAll orders over $1.50 delivered free after 5:30 p.m.
meaning friends of San Jose State
College to bring about changes in
the athletic program. We trust
CYpress 7-9787
that you will enjoy your homecoming nontheless and will resolve
to return again and again to see
how your alma meter is solving
the countless problems it is enWELCOME ALUMS!
countering in its, decade of phenomenal growth."

ROTC Drillers

(1Ni-ere the Hot Dog is KING)

it

Building P To Come Down

C -ARAM

matched

OF SAN ANTONIO

set

SET IN 10 KT GOLD

TO ONE YEAR TO PAY

0000O-00-0600:00-6000-600600004)00000000000

reg. $9 velvet pants

reg. $20 to $40 dresses
Niscinetirl r’lection 04 peril Inspired
dressns fu. end iisnstwirrs. bright
cf.,lors ho,d.y poly’s. soh wool plaids.
iur1/2,s.
Goo

ADA’S

s18

a

0004,000 0*000000 000000

10c DRY

15c WASH

seilo

LAUNDERE TTE

000 oct0000t,

409 E. SANTA CLARA NEAR NINTH ST.
invites

you

A
Charming
Birthstone ring
and matching charm
that adds color to any
bracelet, can also be worn
as a necklace.
Wear them individually or as a
anytime, anywhere
Set

COMBINATION $29
MKT
As little as 50c a week
RING ONLY $1195
(HARM ONLY $1795

’?

to foke advantage of their easy charge
plan

. . and lay -away facilities

NO PHONE ORDERS, ALL SALES FINAL!
CeCtQCKKOaCK).CLOA0A00000000.0A.CrOCKsCsOi01104)0CtOestrOOCita

HOURS: 8 A.M. to

10 p.m.

including SUNDAYS

72 SOUTH FIRST STREET

CY 7-0920

go

IMP
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2 Parade, Game Highlight Homecoming
’ARREST THAT MAN’
Alumni Plan
ady
Spattart
Reunion Party
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Friday, November A, 1951

Old times will be remembered and memories revived when alumni
gather for a party highlight:no Homecoming activities this Saturday
night immediately following the SJS COP game. The rarty
bo
held at Exposition Hall, Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.
All alumni, their guests and faculty members are invited to attend
the party, according to Dck ILO, temporary executive secretary for
the SJS Alumni Assn. -Every year the party has increased in size and
enthusiasm," Iuvd pointed out,
adding that a large number of
alums are expected to attend.
This year there will be an
admission fee of 25 cents. Brent
Hehinter’s
will provide
Mak for dancing and refreshments will be served.
"It’s mainly a get-together," declared Ed Mosher, third vicepresident of the Alumni Assn. "We
expect at least 2500 persons to attend. We had 2000 last year after
the Denver game."
He added that alumni residing
as far south as Los Angeles attend
Homecoming activities.
The year before last, after the
COP game, approximately 2000
persons joined the festivities, according to Mosher.
Last year, the alumni party
was held at the Exposition
Building. In 195.1, It was given at
If a venly Foods; in 1954. at
Hickey’s Studio Inn, and before
then, at Hotel DeAnza.
Along with regular Homecoming
activities, including the bonfire
rally, parade, and Homecoming
game, many campus fraternities
and sororities will give buffet suppers honoring alums.

Monthly
Playing Cards
ONLY . . . . $5.00
WITH ASB CARD
Good

Dildy

FI,Ppt

So’.,

Sun ,

and HoJayt

HILLVIEW GOLF
COURSE
SAN JOSE

WILY ROAD

INVITE YOUR FRIENDS
to

HAVENLY FOODS

MOTEL
Bayshore at Julian.

HAVENLY FOOD
FOR PARTIES
PHONE CY 3-1682

DINNERS a la carte
from S1.30

SJS Traditions: Parade,
Bonfire Rally, Football

Committee
Requests
Candidates

By RAY BARCH
Nominations for the publication,
"Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges," are being sought by the
Who’s Who committee.
Letters requesting mums of candidates hays been sant to presidents of student organizations and
department heads. Deadline for
listing nominees is Nov. 13.
The system of naming students
to the "Who’s Who" publication
has been tentatively revamped, following a recent meeting of the college committee. The new system
gives credit in the following areas:
athletics, scholarship, fine arts,
community work and student activity.
FORMER EMPHASIS
Emphasis formerly was centered
on student activities, allegedly to
the. detriment of other activities.
But a majority of members of the
college committee, critical of the
old system tentatively substituted
the present one.
Use of the new system will depend largely on the number of
nominations received and the areas
from which they come, Dr. Lowell
Walter, committee member, said.
"The new system is untried," he
said, "but we think it has a flexibleness that will make it more
workable."
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
The committee is made up of Dr.
t’/alter, Deans Elizabeth Greenleaf,
Stanley Benz and Robert Martin,
and ASB president Don Ryan and
Jeannie Oakleaf, AWS president.
There was speculation recently
that San Jose might withdraw
from the publication, but the student councilnoting the prestige
value of Who’s Whovoted to continue participation, since it costs
the ASB nothing.
SUGGESTION VETOED
A suggestion that the committee
be turned over to an independent
campus organization was also vetoed on grounds that the organization might be criticized if its members were included in selectees.
The Who’s Who committee acts
on nominations made by departments and organizations, awarding
points to candidates for activities
and scholarship.
Call for nominations will be
made shortly, in time for the committtee to meet the publication’s
Nov. 15 deadline.
Students selected for the volume
will be announced later in the semester and honored at a Who’s
.Who banquet.
ENROLLMENT BASIS
Schools are represented in the
book on a basis of the’r enrollment. San Jose State was allotted
34 names in 1956 and anticipates
16 this year.

SPARTAN DAILY-4

By CHARLENE SHATTUCK
Homecoming.
What does the word signify for
you? The rally with all the excitement that surrounds the lighting
of the bonfire? The parade, which
climaxes hours of hard work when
the beautifully decorated floats
make their way through the center
of town? The game, when the
Spartans attempt to bring home
the glory "just like the good old
days?"

fleeing ear containing would-be
bonfire burners.

house, instil their brothers "rescued’. them.

ANOTHER RAID
Another raid highlighted the
Homecoming activities of 1953,
when a "flying squad of Stockton
Collegians" took over with paint
brushes and buckets. By the time
they were through, Inner Quad
was filled with painted legends,
extolling the virtues of the COP
football team

Alumni who returned to State in
1952 saw a genuine Spartan flagpole sitter, Pat Farlin, who began
his sitting stint on the flagpole of
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity house.
BONFIRE PREMATURE
As usual, the pre-game pep rally
bonfire again didn’t light up when
scheduled since a group of "pranksters" prematurely burned it down
the Halloween night before.

That was also the year that
All of these activities have been COP stole a bell f
5.15 and
an important part of Homecoming the Spartans got reyenge b takAn additional feature of
ever since this traditional event ing two "belles" fr
COP, the
Ing In 1952 was a 22.
began.
head song leader and a frateract sarlell %haw. "Spartan SereLast year the bonfire rally was nity q to e e n They Nerr "Imespecially victi ious since it was prisoned" be a local sorority
( ant lotted on Page II)
the first one in five years to escape the skullduggery of amateur
PLAY
arsonists.
Anna Real was 1956-57 Homecoming queen and Ginny Biondi,
AT MAPLES
Karen Weiss, Pat Parish and
Come in and sign in our special book.
Donna Acuff served as her atYour student body card will entitle you to ...
tendant..
What’s a rally without people? There were 1000 Spartans at
In 1955 Spartans were lamenting
25c OFF ON ANY ORDER
Bonfire. Itallys of the past; can no. top that? Tonight, at 8, in
the fact that "the big bad COP
regardless of the amount of check,
Spartan Stadium parking lot the animal Bonfire still kick-off
Tiger knocked the SJS olden
hug events.
the
For carefully selected food, expertly prepared
Raiders from the ranks of the unand courteously served
defeated . . . by pounding out a
24 HOURS A DAY
14-7 victory over the Spartans." In
COFFEE SHOP
MAPLES
the Homecoming parade, Kappa
CYpress 3-8058
17 E. SANTA CLARA
Tau and Kappa Kappa Gamma
_
walked away with the sweepstakes
.10,
trophy for their winning float,
"Put the Tigers on Ice."
When the gaslight dims,
SOPHOMORE REIGNS
By CATHY FERGUSON
Joan Dalton, a sophomore from
Beautiful girls, yell leaders, a raging inferno, unusual talent, and
another terror -ridden night begins on
San Francisco, reigned over the
all in one package. Who could ask for anything more? It is enough to
1954 Homecoming. Janice Capeset P. T. Barnum’s head a-swirling. .
will, Pat Butler, Patti Reser and
And you can have all of this and more tonight under Sputnik and
Gini Watson were princesses.
Muttnik with your favorite date on your arm, all for the low, reasonThat was the year that the big
able price of one cent (the cost of gas from the campus to the Spartan
SJS-COP Homecoming parade had
Stadium parking lot, and even less if you double date).
November 8, 9, 14- 16 at 8:15 P.M.
to be detoured to the women’s
At 8 tonight the Bonfire Rally will spark the weekend’s
gymnasium after it was learned
Homecoming festivities with yells, cheers, and spirit galore.
that someone sneaked into the
Dave Towle, vice-chairman of the Rally Committee, will emcee
well -guarded bonfire area and apsuch acts as the take off on "You’ve Gotta Have Heart" from "Damn
plied a torch. No one was sure
Yankees" performed by the executive council of the Rally Committee.,i
whether the culprits were thi
COP promises to be a surprise for their own skits have not yet Stanford Indians (the opposing
been announced. But if COP turns in the performance they have in team that year) or some other riCollege Theatre Box Office
past years it should be something to see.
val school. But the raid resulted in
Either Queen Dorothy Fairborn or Spardi %s ill set the torch to
1- S P.M.
a minor leg injury to one of the
the pile of limilwr, Mickey Simonet, Rally Committee chairman,
SJS players, who was hit by a
said. Members of Alpha Phi Omega, Sill4 service fraternity, have
been gathering wood for this blazing feat for weeks.
A continual vigil has been maintained by campus fraternities to
avert any attempt to have a pre-scheduled 11re Every hour on the
hour trusty and honored men have arrived on the scene to protect the
pile of lumber, with their lives if needed, so that tonight Spartans can
enjoy the spectacle of a "really good" bonfire.
So grab your best gal, shake out the old SJS spirit, and take a
jaunt out to the Stadium parking lot where spirit will reign supreme.

2k

What’s My Line?

2k

Rally To ’Spark’
SJS Celebration

ANGEL STREET

GENERAL $1.00

STUDENT 50c

13 Arnold Pledges Cadets Take Part
Honored at Dinner In Military Day
Thirteen Junior Class Air Force
ROTC cadets, who recently completed a week of pledging activities, were honored at an initiation
dinner of Arnold Air Society at
the Moffett Field Officers’ Club.

Two San Jose State Air Force
ROTC cadets recently took part in
an Armed Forces Day program at
San -Jose High School.
The cadets were Cadet 2nd Lt.
Laurel A. Mayer and Cadet Staff
Set John L. Salamida.
A

Menu

You Can’t Beat
JOE

5AL DAVIDE

R USSO

Anywhere In Town For

Quality! Quantity! Price!

VEStivio
rinde

(the works)

$1.25

Real Italian Spaghetti, W Salad

.60

Homemade Beef Stew, W Salad

.60

Poked Lasagna

Drive out El domino just past Santa Clara
or go t 11711 Earnino, Santa

121A

Hamburger Steak, W Salad

.85

Swiss Steak, W Salad

.85

Hamburgers (Biggest in Town)

City.

.19

Out Orders --Phone AX 4.
Space

le or tour per

whether

r 200.
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frees the sporh shops for
plaid ... 17.95 las well
lovely, fluffy. MINKLAM
mink heirs, now
. .
.
from 3.9. to 14.91

Sun. 7:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.
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158 South First Street
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CORNER NINTH AND WILLIAMS

gift is

;seance! .. just look at that wool PENDLETON Her ... of edioefi,i
ed otwit
as famous felltAl, JACKETS, priced from jot 10.9111
SWEATER by Deokine.
bland of lambswool. fur fibre, rayon a
only 12.95 ... (Owe ke on array of perfectly darling sweat,
COL.k4AN’S. HERE I COME!

Bungalow Fountain
Open Daily 6:30 am.. 7:00 p.m.

Verti s’irsqle

110PC

%

Sandwiches

Spaghetti
And.

N.Y. Cut Steak

alt

1338 Lincoln Avenue
MMIlr
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New Organization

Friday, November S. 1957

10-11HrARTAN DAVIN

Thrust and Parry
Thrust and Parry:
While reading your column the
other day about the need for a
co-educational group for the purpose of dating, it was brought to
mind the fact that there are already such organizations on campus, one of which I am lucky
enough to be a member.
Deai

Editorial

Happy Homecoming
Sc this is Homecoming. At least that’s what they tell us. But we
wonder.
Tonight, there is a bonfire rally. Everyone is expected to go out
and cheer for our team. And we will do so because we think they have
an outside chance of victory. But only an outside chance, as the Cal
Poly debacle so amply proved.
Tomorrow, alums are expected to revisit the campus and be awed
by the new buildings and alarmed by the decrease of grass space.
Those alumni who joined fraternities or sororities during their undergraduate years here undoubtedly will be welcomed at their respective
chapter houses.
And tomorrow evening, we will first watch a ser:es of floats cruise
down First street and then watch a series of Tigers cruise down Spartan
Stadium. This, then, is Homecoming.
0-3i
But while all this is going on, look around you. Will the cheering
at the rally be sincere? How many alums will you see wandering around "Did any of you happen to find that bottle of aleohol that was loot?"
campus Saturday? How many former fraternity and sorority members,
themselves part of a minority, will revisit their chapter houses? How I
spirited will be the appreciation of the Homecoming parade? Andl
how will Coach Titchenars underfed Raiders make out against COP,
where Tigers are fed on real meat, filet mignon at that?
We don’t think you’ll have to study these questions too long
before you find the answer. Homecoming at San Jose State isn’t really
a big deal.
It’s fairly hard, however, to figure out just why. One would think
that if the alumni were proud of their alma mater, they would enjoy
returning for Homecoming. And, obnoxious as it may seem to the
proponents of increased curriculum and expanded facilities, the main
thing that makes an alum proud of his school during this season is his
school’s football team.
So, we’ll see you at the Homecoming game. If should be easy to
find seats,

GO’ &WV

The name of our "frasority" Is
Sigma Xi. We are the only coeducational fraternal organization
on campus. Naturally, because it is
a comparatively new organization,
we are a small group. We consist
of five actives. Alpha one through
Alpha five, with one pledge. The
pledge, by the way, is a well
known member of the Spartan
Daily staff.
If any of you are interested in
pledging our frasority, our meetings are held at Spivey’s on San
Carlos Ave., at 9 p.m. on Fridays.

After meetings we adjourn to Mt
Ilainiltun for social activities.
ASB 6808

David and Goliath?

can please all of the people all of the time!

CHANCE
the

ceat
Frankie Lymon quit school when he was in the eighth grade.
And if his records continue to sock people in the pocketbook, he
might soon quit working and retire.
After all, he’s 16 now.
Button -nosed Frankie, whose recording of "Goody Goody" has
netted him over $40,000 to date, told me last week that he hasn’t
actually declared war on education.

TO BE
CHOOSY

Correspondence School
"I’m doing this correspondence stuff now." he cooed. "and as long
as my work is finished on a certain date I’ll be O.K. 1 should get the
equivalent of a high school diploma next year, but I just don’t dig
school. It’s something that has to be done ... so I do it."
Lymon initially gained repute when he wrote and recorded "Why
Do Fools Fall In Love." which grossed over 565.000 for the 5-2, 111 pound New York youngster. Thus far it has sold over two million
copies.
It’s difficult to believe he’s a teenager. His vocabulary Is that
of a middle-aged salesman. (1.ymon gave this writer a rational
analysis of the Little Rock altercation, although he asked that I
not quote him.)

1

On Ed Sullivan Show
Having just concluded a tour of jolly England and a stateside
stop on the Ed Sullivan show, Frankie feels he’s receiving his education
on the road. Next month he heads for Australia where his "Goody
Goody" disc has become the No. 1 lullaby.

His Legs Scissored

A pair of ebullient saxophones groaned offstage while we talked
and Frankie’s legs scissored in and out with the music. His bony little
fingers snapped like castanets, but he maintained that executive poise
as our conversation continued.
When Lynion was 13 he walked Into Roulette Records in New
York City and acknowledged his greatness. The president of
Roulette told Frankie to sing his song and then croon his way
downstairs.
Frankie warbled and the boss was thunderstruck. lie signed the
pie-eyed kid on the spot, which sounds, of course, like a page from a
movie magazine.
"I’ve never taken a vocal lesson," Lymon confided, "hut I think
I’ve got what counts down here (and he tapped in the region of his
heart
-

-(Itch Out
For Your Eyes!
27,000 American-, go blind each year
40% of these blindness cases could be prevented
with proper care.
Have your eyes examined regularly.
When and if you ever need glasses m4e sure
you get the very, very best.

...about your Jackets’

Jackets and Car Coatshere are
just four from the Roos selection!
All are great, but each one offers
something just a little different
in the way of protection, comfort,
warmth and style.Take your pick!
A. Polished cotton car coat
19.95
B. Wool melton cloth jacket 18.95

These facts and figures make you stop and think

C. Tan Cavalry twill jacket

don’t they? We sincerely believe we can provide,

D. Imported Loden cloth coat

18.95
35.00

the care for your precious eyes.

DR. CHENNELL

OPTOMETRIST
264 SOUTH SECOND

Illymber of SPAR-TEN

Ims

CY 5-2747

Enterad as second class matter April
24, 1734, at San Jose, Calif., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Mmber Califor
nia Nwspapr Publishers’ Association.
Published daily by th Associated Ski.
dents of San Jose State Collg, is.cpt
Saturday nd Sunday. during the college
year with on issu during ach final
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Dear Thrust and Parry:
Thanks to "Socroaches," our
LEIGH WEIMERS
Editor
"spirit" problem has been disLARRY KAUFMAN
Business Mgr.
covered. Psychologists tell us nothCHARLENE SHATTUCK
Day Editor
ing is more crushing than failure.
Jim Drnnn
News Editor
This fact can be proved by look- Feature Editor
Bob Craft
ing at our poor football team. Let’s Sports Editor
Rndi Poe
Will Watkins
face it. David and Goliath was a Copy Desk Chief
Cathy Ferguson
Society Editor
"once in a lifetime" experience.
Don St
Wire Editor
Max Shapiro
I understand that next year SJS Fin Arts Editor
Charlene Shattuck
is to face Iowa State, Stanford, Exchange Editor
Jim Beach
plus who knows what. Under these Photo Editor .
Press of the Globe Printing Co.
circumstances, who can have
1445 South First St., San Jos*, Calif.
spirit?
I offer two solutions: 1) Either Subscriptions accepted only on a rewe get a new schedule maker, or maindr-oTschool year basis. In fall se2) We create a power house team. mester. $4; in spring semester, $2.
Nice going, Bob Craft?
Telephone: CYpress 4-6414 Editorial,
Al Alexander
Fe. 210. Advertising, Ext. 211.
ASB 3065

ROOS GIVES YOU A

By RANDIE E. POE

Spa 2tan 2aily

Kirov &WO
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA
1 mar R00% Rep, earn trait
BILL YOUNG; BILL MOORE; ERNIE GEORGE; BARBARA ACHILLE
CAROLYN KIRBY; HELEN WUESTERFIELD; DOUG MILLER

(Continued from Vag, 9/
nude." In between sits, the 23
candidates for II 0 III 0 e 0 in I n g
Queen were presented, and
judges selected Patsy Llefrinck
as queen.

KEEP COOL. KITTY!

-

SJS Homecoming Is
Established Tradition

Philosopher
Talks Tonight

Department, who are sponsoring
the free lecture, have invited all
A man described as "the most interested persons to attend.
influential lising philosopher in the
field of ethics" sill speak on "RelLight Lunches
ativity in Ethics" tonight in CH
150,
Fountain Service
Dr. Charles L. Stevenson. Professor of philosophy at the University of Michigan, is the author of
"Ethics in Language," a book published in 1944 and described by
members of the staff of the SJS
Philosophy Department as "probably the most important contemporary book in the field."

a COP mascot about to be converted into stew.

FLOAT THEMES
"Grind the Gaels" was the theme
of most of the 75 floats entered in
the 1950 Homecoming parade. The
Spartans’ first football coach,
James Edwin Addicott, who organized and coached the first football team of San Jose Normal
School in 1892, was one of the
alums who returned for Homecoming that year.

In 1951, collegians worked in the
rain to perfect house decorations,
which were then an important part
of Homecoming. Kappa Alpha took
first place in the decoration con’Way back in 1938 Spartan stutest with their three huge boxes
of well-known brands of soap pow- dents greeted the COP student
body as they got off the train, and
der dominating the front of their escorted them, amid the noise of
fraternity house, carrying out their the SJS band, to the campus. The
slogan, "Suds the Tigers." Condella headlines that year read: CapacHall also got a first prize with ity Crowd Jams Stadium As San
their huge Spartan warrior who Jose Wallops COP Tigers." Let’s
stood stirring a boiling pot as a hope that in 1957 history will relarge group of figures milled about peat itself.

Now engaged in research work
at the Institute of Behavioral Sciences at Stanford, Dr. Stevenson
joined the staff at the University
of Michigan in 1946.
He earned his A.B. at Yale in
1930, his M.A. at Cambridge In
1933, and his Ph.D. at Harvard in
1935.
He was a Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation Fellow during the academic year 1945-46.
Staff members of the Philosophy

Malderilanged’
Finest Pizza in the World
at the

PIZZA GARDENS
1347 MOMS ROAD
CY 2-9753
We cater to Parties

FRESNO, Calif. (UP t
Fresno State College officials recently
blamed a minority group for twin
effigy hanging of football coach
Clark Van Calder whose Bulldogs
have lost five of six games this
season.
One dummy with a sign attached
reading "Van Gelder must go"
was found at Ratcliffe Stadium.

Fresh and Colorful
CUT RATES

$1.00 OFF
on all
purchases of $3.75 or more

SJS Band Performances
Tradition for 30 Years
Thirty years ago the San Jose
State Marching Band, composed
of 18 students, made its first appearance at a football game.
The band, directed by its drum
major, also a student, performed
at the request of the student body.
Band performances have since become a tradition at football games.
Playing in the stands and walking onto the field to play the
school hymn at half-time and at
the end of the game constituted
the first band show.

BOUTONNIERES
CORSAGES
HOUSE PLANTS

Not to be overlooked is pregame activity. Band members lined
up at the Seventh street entrance
to SJS campus and played while
marching to Spartan Stadium. After the game, the band marched
back to campus.

CUT FLOWERS
Come in and see
our orchid assortment

ED EBY, floral artist
CY 2-5284

525 E. Santa Clara

It was SiJS VOL COP back In 195.5, too, when the sweepstakes winner in the Homecoming Parade ttiss
the Kappa Tau -Kappa Kappa Camma float, "Put the Tigers on Ir.." :Spartan rooters hope the local
eleven will do just that tomorrow night.

By ESTELLA COX

CAREFULLY SELECTED FLOWERS

Thomas E. Eagan, associate professor of music, who was a member of the first SJS Marching
Band, was director of the band in
1936.

Welcome
Alumni and Parents

Band members numbered 160 in
1940, but were reduced to 100 because of the difficulty In providing
transportation for so many persons
and instruments, Eagan said.

can j04e Ynn

With the bombing of Pearl
Harbor on December 7, 1941, the
United States entered World
War II; consequently the majority of men were removed from
colleges and placed In armed
forces.

Is Here To Serve You
Single Rooms
Suites
Heated Pool
TV

1860 THE ALAMEDA

111111126a

San Jose, California
"THE PLACE TO STAY IN SAN JOSE"
Phone CYpress 3-9361

Confused? .. . Can’t
Decide
What
Gift

The marching band was left with
30 women and three 4-f men students. There were no football
games, but the band performed
concerts and never missed a rehearsal, Eagan boasted:’

the Rose Bowl Parade music for
the Wisconsin band in 1951.
Muzzy directed a high school
band and was on the band staff
at the state University of Iowa
before coming to SJS. He is presently working on his doctorate degree.
Last year’s Spartan Band performed before approximately 125,000 persons in combined audiences.
Its members marched more than
75 miles, including five hours a
week plus games and occasional
parades, during the season.

tor, the band’s vu members, a
drum major, three baton twirlers, and announcer.

When in doubt
Come to MISSION

1414-’1,
P.S.: .. Use our
lay -away plan!

We’ll help you out."

Ham & Eggs
Bacon & Eggs
Hot Cakes
Egg Omelets

70c
70c
25c
65c

--LUNCH PLATE

cr MISSION JEWELERS
250 W. FIRS.

75c
Main Course Changes
Deily

-speed Portable Hi-Fi Phonograph
$82.50
with spindles for 45
legs included

UKES $5.95
Reg. 7.95
We carry the most complete selection of
LP’s in Santa Clara Valley

CAMPI’S MUSIC CO.
50 SOUTH FIRST STREET

GET CAUGHT NAPPING
Keep that car of yours in good repair.
We fix that wheel, check those brakes,
tote that barge, oophs. Sorry, but we
do everything for your Cdr.

Beauty Salon

A&M AUTO REPAIR

Hair styling

I Auto Repair
Automatic Transmission a Spec;liy

done

?

to suit

your special taste!

456 E. San Salvador St.
CY 5.4247
Student Rates

Phone CYpress 2-0055
17 SOUTH FOURTH

S T 0P !

ATTATAOS’S/

DON’T PASS UP
A DELICIOUS MEXICAN DINNER
ENCHILADAS
TAMALES
BBQ TACOS
REFRIED BEANS
SPANISH RICE
MEXICAN HOT DOGS
RANCH BURGERS
FRENCH FRIES
SHAKES, MALTS

IA INCHEON

iiht-aisetersligni

Decca 3

BLISS
ANDERSON

Muzzy, assistant professor of
music, was SJS band director in
1956. He attained his bachelor of
arts and matters degree at University of Wisconsin. He also arranged

QUICK SERVICE

183 EAST SAN FERNANDO

DON’T

Nine SJS faculty members directed the marching band sluice
Its first performance in 1927:
Ii Co r g e T. Mat theit s. Earle
Christoph, Thomas Eagan. Raymond Miller, Forrest Baird,
Frederick Roots, Robert Olson,
Robert Fiester and Roger S.
Muzzy.

featuring

DUTCH MILL
LUNCHEONETTE

Most college marching bands
adopted the West Point style of
band uniforms after World War II,
Muzzy noted; although SJS Marching Band uniforms are out of style.
he hopes that new ones will be
purchased in the near future.

After the war, football games
and band shows resumed. First
formations of the band were school
letters of the home and visiting
teams. Marching procedures gradually have evolved into today’s
precision marching ’and complex
formations.

476 SOUTH TENTH

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
Across The Street
From Student Union

HOMECOMING SPECIAL

Each half-time show has a
definite theme and is a result of
special arranging by the direc-

To Buy?

"When in worry

SPARTAN DAILYIt
Friday, Nosember L 1937

TRY ’THE SPECIAL

COMBINATION PLATE
ONLY 50c

OPEN EVERY DAY
11 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

TICO’S TACOS
Drive Down Fourth St. --- 4 Blocks to Julian

----’,11111111111.II".Poossnnnsnm----

ITNT RT

184 Club To Hold
Buffet and Dance.

Friday, N’ovenitier a. 1937

II Slit

State Students Announce Greeks Plan Big Doings
Pinnings and Engagements
1RINNINi.S
DAGGETTWOODLAND
Bob Daggett of Alpha Tau Omega, senior commercial art major
(tom Downey, has announced his
pinning to Nancy Woodland. of
Kappa Alpha Theta, a junior home
economics major from Pasadena.
NIELSONZUPANOVICH
John Nelson of Sigma Chi recently became pinned to Fran ZUpanovich of Alpha Omicron Pi.
Nelson is a sophomore physical education major from Long Beach.
Miss Zupanovich. from Sunnyvale.
is a senior general elementary major.
DAVISLUDWIG
Lois Ludwig has announced her
pinning to Les Davis, a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Miss Ludwig
is a former State student from
Yucaipa. Davis. who comes from
Hollister, is a junior accounting
major.
BARTLETTFAURE
Gloria Faure recently surprised
her Gamma Phi Beta sisters by
announcing her pinning ! "

Bartlett. of Sigma Chi. Miss Faure,
I.who is from Kentfield, is a senior
general elementary major. Bartlett
is a senior business administration
major.
MATIF:RSfrDONALD
I Last meek Judy McDonald of
IKappa Alpha Theta announced her
pinning to Dick Maher. Miss McDonald is a senior advertising major front San Francisco. Maher.
who was graduated from Santa
i Clara University last June, is presently working in Laguna Beach.
SILVAKLAKOFF
A serenade followed the announcement of the pinning of Beverly Mahar. Gamma Phi Beta, to
Bob Silva, Theta Chi. Miss Klakoff
Is a sophomore English major from
Bakersfield. while Silva is a junior
business administration major
from Oakland.
CRAIGWOOD
A rose was passed at the Alpha
Phi house to announce the pinning
of Bernie Wood to Jim Craig, a
member of Alpha Tau Omega. Miss
Wood. who is a soph ,Iore, is ma.

WELCOME ALUMNI

joring in education and lives in
Van Nuys. Craig, also from Van
Nuys, is a senior physical education. major who will graduate in
February.
ENGAGEMENTS
PUtiliCULLEN
Dick Pu,;h, social science major
from Winters, and member of Alpha Phi Omega, announced his engagement to Dale Cullen by passing a box of cigars at the Alpha
Phi Omega house. Miss Cullen, an
education major from Burlingame,
passed a pink candle at the Phi
Mu house to announce the event.
CHAMBERSWOODS
The president of Alpha Omicron
Pi, Judy Woods, announced to her
sorority sisters her engagement to
Jack Chambers, a student at the
Universit y of Califdrnia. Miss
Woods is a general education major from Fallon, Nev., and Chambers, also of Fallon, is a grad student completing work in art education.
JOHNSONS AUNDERS
The engagement of LaVergne
Saunders, of Gamma Phi Beta, to
Vern Johnson, Theta Xi, was announced at the Gamma Phi Beta
house Monday evening. Miss Saunders is a freshman journalism major from Oakdale, and Johnson is a
junior accounting major, also from
Oakdale.

As the weekend swings into view
the Greek organizations swing
right into step a, they prepare for
the big doings that thake a Homecoming week -end successful.
The men of Alpha Tau Omega
will play hosts to alumni and dates
at a buffet dinner to be given at
the house preceding the game. Rinconada Country Club in Los Gatos
will set the scene for the after.
game dance to be held in Los
Gatos.
Delta Upsilon hopes to start a
tradition at San Jose State twy
limiting other college fraternities to take part in echange,
after football gamer. The Dt’s
have invited 50 in "in Ii.- r wr of
Omega Phl Alpha. twat (HP
fraternity. and their dater to be
guests at a buffet dinner before
the game and to a danCe after
the game at the DVA Hall.
Delta Sigma Phi has planned an
open house and buffet dinner for
alumni. A dance will he held at the
house following the gamg. Sunday
morning Delta Sig alumni will
travel to the Red Coach Inn near
Los Gatos for a special alumni
breakfast.
The Kappa Alphas. who worked
with Delta Gamma on their Homecoming float, have planned a party
at the VFW Hall immediately after the football game.
An alumni latuibeost still be

Home Ec Faculty
To Sponsor Tea
GO GET ’EM, SPARTANS
California Book Co.

Everyone in the Home Economics Department will have an opportunity to meet the new home
economics faculty members and
students at a tea from 3,30-5:30
p.m. today in the cafeteria dining
room, according to Mrs. Margaret
D. Warhurst. assistant professor
of home economics.
The tea will be given by the
, home economics faculty.

she was the fruternits ’a Homecoming candidate and one of
four princesser who helped the
Queen reign over Homecoming.

STOP
INSTEAD OF:
3 STOPS

Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity will hold an alumni open
house from 1-4 p.m. Saturday afI ternoon before the Homecoming
parade. A buffet luncheon will be
served. Alumni, members, advisers,
and their guests are invited to
attend.

1) Wash & Fluff Dr
2) Dry Cleaning
3) Finish Shirts
SERVICE & QUALITY
Just leave it at . . .

Irene’s Laundromat
Car. S. Fourth & E. Santa Clara

A buffet dinner honoring alumni
will be held at the 184 Club, a social organization. this Saturday
preceding the Homecoming parade.
Following the game, a dance will
be held ii Havenly Foods.

Nally is being honored because

ONE

Alpha Phi Omega
To Hold Luncheon

r411.."

given by the Kappa Tana at the
chapter house this Saturday afternoon. Following the g a in e
members and thelr dater will return to the house for a dance.
Lambda Chi Alpha is holding an
all day open house for alumni and
parents. Following the Homecoming game the alumni, brothers and
dates will return to the house for
a buffet dinner-dance.
A buffet dinner is planned by
Phi Sigma Kapfia this Saturday
at 4 p.m. at the chapter hoar, for
brothers and their dates.
Sigma Nu plans to celebrate
Homecoming with a buffet dinner at the house for alumni,
brothers and dates at 6 p.m.
Doug Moore’r home in San dome
will be the scene of the after game party..
Sigma Chi is holding open house
and a buffet dinner at the house
before the game. The members and
their dates will return to the
Sigma Chi house for a dance following the game.
The festivities at Theta Chi will
include a special dinner to be
given for the alumni Saturday evening from 5-7 p.m. A dance will be
held at the house after the COP
game. The dance is for alumni,
brothers, and dates.
Beverly Nally will he the guest
’of Theta XI at an after-game
dance Saturday night. Misr

ONE YEAR FREE’
If these results are not obtained within 60 days.

GAIN

REDUCE
4"
3"
3"
15

3"
2"
2"
15

on your WAIST
an no.’ HIPS
on your LEGS
IL’. WEIGHT

on your CHEST.
on your ARMS
on your LEGS
Lin. WEIGHT

PERSONAL INSTRUCTION
of

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
CY 7-3251

413 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

McWhorter -Young, Inc.
"Three Stores for Your Convenience"
ENGRAVING
SOCIAL STATIONERY
GREETING CARDS

GIFTS

FOUNTAIN PENS
ARTIST MATERIALS
DRAFTING SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
LEATHER

GOODS

BOOKKEEPING SYSTEMS
OFFICE FURNITURE (New and Used)
DESKS - CHAIRS - SAFES - FILES
165 S. First Street
CYpress 7.0883

54 Valley Fair
CHerry 3-2900

OFFICE FURNITURE DIVISION
236 W. Santa Clara St.

CYpress 2-1662

PARKING AVAILABLE ALL STORES

CYpress 5-5504

’STRIPE
IT RICH"
-wM-

VARSITY -TOWN
Engineer John Johnlgen checks equipment against specifications of a PBX system he helped design

"Stripe It Rich"

SPORT COATS
In :mooth Regatia Stripes, big
yarn Water Mill Tweed Stripes
a n d hand - loomed, imported
SCott:At T.-.-d

39.50 to 49.50
ROUGH RIDER
SLACKS
NEiLy
gabardines ... stury Sharkskins
...comfortable Flannel:.
Choose several pairs to a d d
greater variety to your ward -

13.95 to 23.95
NUNN-BUSH SHOES
m r
Ankle Fashioning.
wear than you would think
possible.

19.95
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS . . . CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
"The Store That Quality Built"

JSWilliams
227-233 South First Street

ENGINEERING SENIORS:

Put yourself in this picture
You’ll go up fast in the Telephone field. Several choice jobs are open
right now for electrical, mechanical, industrial, and civil engineers.
Check the technical fields that interest you...Save list until Bell System recruiters
TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING
L 1i.ng U,stance C,r,Ant ue.gn
Li Microwave System Design
(1 Carrier System Design
[..] Special Circuit Design
0 Loop and Trunk Design

TELEPHONE EQUIPMINT
ENGINEERING
Dial Switching Syslems
Manual Systems
Toll terminal Systems
Power Supplies

PROTECTION ENGINEERING
ransput,ition Design
Inductive Coordination
Safety and Quality Engineering
Noise. Cross talk & Interference
Studies

GUIDING ENGINEERING
1 Architectural Design
Structural Design
LI Electrical Design
Ci mechanical Design
12 Estimating
C.) Construction Supervision

PUNT EXTENSION
1 Long Range Planning
[ , Engineering Cost Studies
I ; Pioiect Coordination
L’ Budgeting arid Scheduling

OUTSIDE PUNT
Route Survey and Layout
Structural Design
. Coaxial Cable Design
[ I Materials. Tools & Apparatus
Standards
eerier & Distribution Design

As one of the fastest growing companies on the
West Coast, Pacific Telephone offers you unlimited engineering opportunities. You- and your
salarycan rise fast in our Management Development Program. Today, as always, our top
management is "up from the ranks!"
To find out more about telephonic communications jobs, get your booklet, "Your Career with
Pacific Telephone." from your colleue_plees,_
ment office.

come to

the

campus.

COMMUNICATIONS TRAESIC
ENGINEERING
Switching Plan Design
[ I Traffic Data Analysts
Li Estimates & forecasts

INVENTORY COST ENGINEERING
Engineering Lust Accounting
[ [ Appian salt
istimatins

Watch tor the dale !tie Bell System Recruiting Team visits your campus

Pacific Telephone
A Good Place to Budd Your Future

